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1. Introduction
A.
Today

and in the future,

increasingly
services

called

population

increased

by only 7.7%.

for African

Although

there

population
within

States.

continue

to increase,

society,

knowledge

must go through
mandatory

their

in it

Many

other

countries

(Falcon
extreme

Knowledge
for family

of people

own culture

because

& Rode,
economic

populations

of a higher

birth
of

it, becomes

to the United
different

States

ethnic

groups

part of this

that individuals
of society,

with the challenge
the new culture

of the persecution,

hardship

1991 ).

and families
becomes

in the process.

have immigrated

1 992; Barry, 1992).

other

seek to become

full members

are faced

and learning

Guatemalans

of these

25

the Latino

surrounding

process

to assist

was 22 years,

in the area of the process

and as they continually

immigrants

groups,

of Latin Americans

and

the African

(Sciarra,

than

from

population

is the result

systems

of biculturation-the

of 1980

while

in 1990

and is younger

As the number

willing

by 34.5%,

gromh

bilingual

the years

for Caucasians

will be

This evident

and the Caucasian

This population

for any worker

society.

for all population

faster

professionals
relevant,

age of Latinos

in this quest to become

Guatemalan
retaining

increased

as the migration

to increase.

culturally

Between

and 31 years

immigration.

significant

u.s.

increases

and other

pluralistic

by 15.8%

and of the issues

increasingly

effective,

The average

is increasing

rate and continual

continues

increased

has been

the United

workers

groups.

of the

Americans,

alone

biculturalism,

of ethnic

population

American

years

Statement

of an increasingly

increases

the Latino

social

upon to provide

in the context

the population
1990,

Problem

Others

to Mexico,
destruction,

well enough
the United

caused

to succeed

States

and the threat

left Guatemala

and lack of opportunity

of simultaneously

because

and
of death

of the

by the political

and

military

turmoil

complete

in their country

explanation

immigration

Guatemala:

the Essential

to other

in Guatemala

countries,

Guide

For the purposes

of this study,

in understanding

u.s.,

when

crisis

Society.

of l

and

Since

then,

Guatemala

death

squad

activity

part of the Indian
makes

million

have

in Guatemala

which

displaced

communities

villages"

by the military.

patrolled

B.
interested

are immigrants.

that

Origin

offers

with the challenges

have

assistance

to some

on the
sources

killed,

Support
over

one

and villages,

and

In their

to move

in social

place,

into "model

work as a result

of

my work at a multi-service
members,

new immigrant

housing,

the process
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resistance

and

Interest

the challenges

that

coup.

of military

destroyed,

to community

accessing

military

been

homes

issues

and through

I have witnessed

to a new environment:

of

immigrants

Arbenz

The Guatemala

have been forced

in immigrant

in Latin America

center

according

have been

of people

time

at stifling

from their

that is

go back at least

waves

of the population.

tens of thousands

I became

p. 13):

that over 100,000

been

440 indigenous

(1992,

primarily

population,

estimates

& Rode

has experienced

up 60 percent

Network

Guatemalan

by a CIA-inspired

aimed

context

of

the democratically-elected

was overthrown

and dealing

Economy.

and needs

by Falcon

government

adjusting

for

the reading

of the Guatemalan

the strengths

is well summarized

as far as 1954,

community

For a more

and the reasons

I recommend

to Its Politics.

knowledge

The roots of the current

spending

Barry, 1992).

by Tom Barry and other texts listed in the appendix of this thesis.

Envir@nrneni

in the

& Rode, 1992;

of the situation

Guatemalan

important

(Falcon

employment

of biculturation

some

of whom

families

face

in

and services;
presents

to the

dynamics

of the family system.

and determination
adversity.

I have also witnessed

that many of these family systems

When I began working

the specific

observations

and how I might best assist them.

were manifestations
worker,

were actual attributes

of biculturation

about how the process

of biculturation

interact.

It would be valuable

attributes

of Guatemalan

Coming

resources
dealing

that could be identified,

with the challenges

identifying

of biculturation.

C.
1. Are there identifiable

cultural

familial

the family's

other Latin American
literature

distinct

of migrating

to a

and which
As a social

we have little knowledge
of the family system

to be aware of possible

that are potential

strengths

and

to aid families

This study is an attempt

in

to begin

Research

Questions

attributes

of Guatemalan

immigrant

families

for the family in the family system

in

of biculturation?

If there are identifiable

facilitate

that

of

attributes.

that are or could be utilized as resources

2.

four

which of my

built upon and adapted

some of these cultural

the process

experience

and the attributes

families

from a culture

to the family system.

for social workers

immigrant

families

of the family system

challenges

I have been faced with the frustration

in the face of

immigrant

I have not always known how to determine
of families

strength

issues, needs and strengths

from that of my clients and not having the personal
new country

possess

with Latin American

years ago, I knew very little about
these families

the incredible

regarding

attributes

biculturation
immigrant

of Guatemalan

process.
families

other Latin American
3

immigrant

families

that

How are these similar to those of

as identified
immigrant

in the literature?
families

applicable

Is the
to

working

with Guatemalan

D.
A glossary

defining

this study,

is located

decision

of whether

a diverse
defined
the

important

terms

in the

the term "Latino"

Heritage

research

literature,

and culture

populations

Spain

of distinct

origins

Also,

such
is

of or pertaining

y Chapa

state,

and the nearly
both terms

the term "Latino"

Some

people

it is the "term
unitary
are used in

will be used

sample

to

(1984,

in this

populations

and did not involve

as Guatemala

term in this discussion.

4

to describe

subcultures.

involved

in

The

or Latin America"

). Although

Rico and Cuba)

used

The term "Hispanic"

Portugal,

in this study

nor Portugal.

is a fitting

or "Hispanic"

as Hayes-Bautista

referenced
Puerto

convenience.

as "an adjective

of Spain,

national

defined

that are frequently

is controversial.

for the sake of simplicity,

(including

"Latino"

"Latino"

in the U.S." (1 987,p.61

of Latin America
from

and concepts

to a group

because

All of the research

concepts

Dictionary

both the diverse

of Latinos

and

for the reader's

u.s.

It is a term that applies

treatment

country,

terms

to use the adjective

people,

that best reflects

families?

in the appendix

by the American

p. 330).

study.

Important

body of people

language,

prefer

immigrant

is a Latin American

II.

Review

A.

The

I encountered
Guatemalan

families

strengths.

Most

has focused
literature
experience

on Chicanos,

system,

giving

surrounding
literature

The variety

added

literature

all terms
elements

bicultural

did make
1.

of

Latino
facing

these

as they migrate

the information

shock,

gathered

adaptation,

and acculturation

this phenomena.

when

and naming
to a new
for this
acculturation,
stress

are

The following

easier:

the great diversity

and structure

discussing

adjustment,

culture

families

less

them.

and families

in organizing

or family

to find considerably

in the literature

adjustment,

under

the individual

immigrant

of the

of the literature

in the environment

this review

included

amount

I was disappointed

Much

and the immigrant

originating

used to explain

Despite

families

to deficits

socialization,

that have been

Ricans.

within

for individuals

Intercultural

these

and

and biculturation

originating

and challenges

to the difficulty

and Puerto

on

biculturation,

population

A significant

and lack of uniformity

review.

assimilation,

Cubans,

information

systems,

on the Latino

the strengths

of change

any detailed

deficits

system.

the stresses

Search

to family

point of view.

little attention

that discusses

the process

research

of these

the family

discussing

directly

to me at this time views

the sources

Literature

in finding

Mexicans,

from a deficit

perceives

country

pertaining

the

Literature

difficulty

information

available

of

the umbrella
of the family

of cultures,

races,

terms "Latino"
institution

and traditions

the importance,

is quite consistent

role

across

diversities.

2. The family
the entire

is a core institution,

grouping.

5

value,

and strength

shared

by

The summary
topic

of the literature

in this review

is organized

according

to

area.

B.
The family
expression

Attributes
in Latino

of emotions

Sabogal,

VanOss,

Hispanics.

The subjects

demographic
national

dimensions
family

Sobagal

relatives

in which

relatives

more

literature

Sabogal,

conducted

completed

found

empirical

culture.

research

a questionnaire

that despite

in the

Americans,

2) perceived

non-

and standard

differences

and Cuban

of

that included

They also observed

obligations,

Otero-

and 227 White

acculturation

Central,

Marin,

familism

three

support

basic

from

the

as referents.

and fellow

support

for socialization,

in 452 Hispanics

Mexican,

1)familial

institution

behavioral

study

in the Latino

of familism:

characteristics

Their

of Hispanics,

and 3) family

emotional

familism,

families

support.

(1987)

of this study

attitudinal

is a core characteristic

Latino

is the central

on familism

questions.

origin

culture

and Perez-Stable

of acculturation

measuring

traditional

and giving/receiving

the effects

items

of

system

authors

(1987)

composed

members

of a cohesive

the Latino
group

can find help on a regular

than on external
of traditional

described

sources

Latino

of support

families

mentioned

of lineal

basis
Some

family

as "an

and collateral

and rely on
of the general

repeatedly

in the

include:

-Hierarchical

structure

with ascribed

-Hierarchical

structure

in sibling

sex and status

roles

relationships

-The importance
of sibling subsystems
are important
to functioning
of the
entire system and serve to preserve the centrality of extended
family
-Clear

definition

of family

members'
6

roles

-Primacy

of the value

of children

-Unanimous
contribution
of all family members
to the on-going
progress and stability of the family system through the accomplishment
of meaningful
tasks
-High

value

to one's
gain

-Provision
members

of an extensive

rearing

prioritize

are strong.

values,

rather

cooperation

of images

of work,

individual

consciousness
participants
by clarity

(Gibbon
clearly

(Gibbon
of family

of individual
so in times

et al., 1990).

achievement,

(Guendelman,

to reject the "notion
p. 99).

This study

in the commitment
The cohesiveness

homes.

it is expected

of stress

involving

over

to its

of support

up in child-centered

commitment

appeared

valued

1983).

In a study

250 Guatemalan
of achievement

also discovered
to family

a "we"

amongst

of the family

for

the

is reinforced

roles.

up they are taught

care for children,

grow

and be cohesive

demonstrated

to the family

network

members,

et. al., 1990,

The hierarchical

children

Children

and social

the participants
gain"

and cohesive

family

together

gender,

and commitment

than the importance

among

will gather

adolescents,

elders

values

that family

Female

on respect

-Obedience
individual

Family
Child

placed

structure

tends

to make

roles clear.

the roles and tasks that will be expected

are often taught

how to perform

they are carefully

adolescence

in order

to protect

exploitation.

Daughters

and respect

the authority

supervised

them

traditionally

tasks

of their fathers.
7

of them

in the home

and restricted

and their reputation
have close

As children

from

relationships

Male children

grow

as adults.
and how to

during
sexual
with their

are traditionally

mothers
given

freedom

to develop,

development
group

display

continues

is based

of identity

within

life.

the community

(1983)

roles

Pavich

Women

are strongly

the "symbol
explains
home

influenced

her role is to nurture
The adult

oldest

responsible
images

1983,

for providing

of work,

was described
described

gender,

Membership
family

Membership
religious

traditions

honest,

self-image

family

relatives

as

(1986)
at

the

of crisis

and

contacts
of a family

is

study

of

the ideal

man

One of the participants

to improve

his family,

his

p.100).

may include

non-blood

network

can become

or "Padrinazgo"

Pavich

in times

of adolescents,

et. al., 1990,

Their

in his absence

In an empirical

hard-working.

8

or

the husband-father

commitment

or

of the family,

and external

financially.

is

and husband.

to the family

his family

(Gibbons

of god parenting

by

describes

p. 4).

roles outside

the father,

as a man who works

non-blood

experience

themselves.

1983,

who are a part of the helping

of these

important

Mary who Guendelman

her children

Traditionally

in the extended

friends

others

has leadership

and social

and his country

and work

(Guendalman,

for his family

as intelligent,

the ideal man

community,

and/or

p. 4).

is the most

before

between

the

source

to value

to offer support

and buffer

their

both state that a woman's

male of the household

acts as a mediator

later become

This

within

more so than as spouse

and indulge

son, uncle etc. is there

(Guendelman,

on literature

by the Virgin

if the woman

which

their status

of her children,

of love and abnegation"

that even

where

virility.

1986).

(1986)

are socialized

and sexual

the role of mother

based

tied to her role as nurturer

individual.

and ability

(Pavich,

articles
and

their maleness

their peer groups

for adult women,

Theoretical

Guendelman
closely

through

on skill, experience,

Traditionally
role in

and explore

relatives

of a family.

formalized

through

in the rites of baptism

the
and

marriage
family

as well as through

members

uncles,

(Aragon

cousins,

de Valdez

C.

The

incredible

Before
is important
entails.

process

individual

are many
country

and family

country

well as across

Espin

migration

on Latino

basic

begin

women,

explains

biculturation

and what

explaining

it

this phenomena

happens
factors.

of change,

The explanations

differently

Most

for every

experts

agree

with the events/conditions

to leave and continue
family

throughout

in both the native

study

life as

and new

on the psychological

that the process

in one's

of migration

impact

of

happens

in

steps:

1) The

initial

decision

2) The actual
3) A period

or socialization.

concerning

geographical

move

relocation
into another

of adaptation/acculturation

The literature

and the

on many

in an empirical

of

by this process

of this process

that this phenomena

of one's

family.

Definitions

is affected

in this process

(1987),

and

into life in a new country.

that lead to the decision

countries.

three

and settling

the generations

that the process

in the literature

and is dependent

involved

Its

the nature

variations

aunts,

place.

and

how the family

in the life of

of this extended

change-migration

Process

in that they agree

that the factors
home

of

events

Grandparents,

members

of family

takes

to be more clear about

one's

are similar

The

considering

There

of leaving

bicultural

significant

p. 202).

considered

of the importance

and becoming

1.

of other

& Gallegos,

are automatically

It is in this context
immigration

sponsorship

reflects

In the 1960's

expectation

different

into a new society

theories

the "melting

was that immigrants

g

country

or models

pot " theory
would

and way of life.

of cultural

adaptations

was the dominant

assimilate

or "melt"

theory

into the

it

"American"

culture.

will make
Eastern

it clear

affecting adaptation discussed later in this review

Factors

why this theory

European

immigrants,

(1990),

widely

criticized

culture

and because

identify

with the "Anglo-Saxon"

in a theoretical

De Anda
discusses

came

deficient

patterns

deviant

deprivation.

during

cultures

rather

criticized
individuals
within

within

the bounds

& Lukes,

1984).

the 1 970's.

pot"

She explains

that minority

from those

for its use of

It became

totally

of the
cycle

by mainstream

cultural

"independent"

of the mainstream

society

cultures

another

de Anda

created

the "bicultural

10

of
model

difference"

model
of
on its

It has been

of how minority
were

able to function

and its institutions

(de Anda,

1990).

Thus,

and

norms

be understood

standards.

and non-explanatory

of poverty

on the uniqueness

as independent-to

and

majority culture

of the inferiority

as the "cultural

by focusing

were

the norms

mainstream

assumptions

known

model

each culture

too simplistic

cultures

that

that in

Deficit

the "Cultural

De Anda goes on to identify

for the deficit

these

and

socialization,

It preached

that varied

and for its underlying

viewing

a majority

conform

on bicultural

and led to a self-perpetuating

than to be evaluated

as being

culture.

was criticized

(de Anda,

compensated

minority
own,

criteria

on the assumption

cultures

and destructive

cultures

that arose
which

of minority

should

of the War on Poverty,

to the mainstream

This model

as evaluative
minority

based

article

that of the "melting

the years

into being

cultures

into

ideal.

in her theoretical

during

immigrants.

for later

of total assimilation

that diverse

that followed

and inferior

cultural
were

(1984),

impossible

of the impossibility

it assumed

theories

the mid 1960's,
theory

but virtually

article comments that the "melting pot" theory was

Lukes

because

somewhat viable for earlier

may have been

socialization"

model

which

1984,

proposes
socialization

experiences

comprehensive
within

earlier

years

shameful
Deficit

the history

u.s.

in

of their own culture

completely

model).

models,

in recent

years,

being

less

and forces

media. In other

immigrants

the years,

minorities in the

and

then

to be

in the 1960's

of the dominant

to the point of being

while

agents

throughout

pot model);

culture

with

1984).

they were expected

Finally,

along

and mass

has expected

of the majority

acculturate-hopefully
identity

(de Anda,

and envious

In the 1970's

independent

difference

institutions

(melting

group,

to socialization

of these

society

first to assimilate

model).

cultural

exposure

socialization"

To summarize
culture

their own cultural

culture-especially

"cross-cultural

dominant

within

but significant

the majority

words,

process for minority groups. It consists of

a dual socialization

to function
all around

(Cultural

culture

them

(cultural

they have been expected
bicultural

able to incorporate

by holding

useful

cultures

in their own

aspects

tO

onto their
of the

own

dominant

culture.
Sciarra
the process
One form
which

(1991)

as "adaptation"
is "adjustment"

could

integration

result

the positive

"adaptation"

somewhat

and suggests
which

entails

of positive

elements

moving

(taking

"reaction"

through

withdrawal
Although

(retaliation
which

against

the dominant

culture

cultural

of dominant

traits)

culture

The other

of the dominant

the dominant

refers
forms.

towards

own culture).

Sciarra

on one of three

on of dominant

aspects

of one's

differently.

that it takes

both have to do with the rejection

through

terms

the process

in assimilation

(internalization

retaining

same

views

culture),

or

while
two forms

culture,

of

the first

and the second

leads to true marginalization.

I was able to find articles

such as "biculturation"

by different

or "acculturation"

11

authors

that used the

I still found

considerable

to

diversity

in the way these

encountered

authors

the following

defined

definitions

the identical

terms.

For example,

I

for "acculturation":

...adaptation
motivated
and sustained
by conflict reduction.
When two
cultures meet, internal conflict arises within a person whose natural
tendency
is to reduce conflict by adjusting,
reacting, or withdrawing.
(Berry, 1980, 1988, p. 474)
...the changes that groups and individuals
undergo when they come
into contact with another culture.
Acculturation
at the group level
entails a variety of changes: economical,
technological,
sociological,
cultural, and political.
Acculturation
at the individual
level entails
change

in behavior,

...adoption

values,

of cultural

traits,

attitudes,

and identity.
(Williams & Berry, 1991,

one of which
(Curtis,

p. 633)

is language.
1990, p. 148)

...a two dimensional
process that involves accommodating
to host
culture and retaining culture-of-origin
involvement
simultaneously.
Those who either under- or over-acculturate
lack flexibility
for
effectively
coping with their entire cultural milieu.
(Moyerman,

1992,

p. 164)

...a process whereby the attitudes and/or behaviors
of persons from
one culture are modified as a result of contact with a different culture
....a multidimensional
process whereby
acculturating
individuals
may attain

a bicultural

All of the definitions
initiated

more

Biculturation,
in these

of acculturation

due to expos,ore

integration

or monocultural
orientation.
(Moyerman,
1992,
imply that change

and contact

with a new culture.

p. 163)

and adjustment
Some

are

stress

than assimilation.
bicultural

orientation,

the bicultural

process

were

defined

ways:
...an endorsement
of an equitable balance of both cultural extremes
has been characterized
as an optimal stage of acculturation
based
on findings that psychological
adjustment
is greatest for bicultural
individuals.
(Moyerman,
1992, p.163)
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...acculturation
experiences
within the minority cultural group and
comprehensive
exposure to socialization
by forces within the majority
culture such as the media and public institutions.
(Lukes, 1990, p. 156)
These
biculturalism

definitions

of biculturalism,

or bicultural

as a result

of acculturation

or prolonged

majority/dominant
one's

culture

own culture.

changing
authors

that name

It is important

continuum.

directions

culture

rather

mainstream

culture

one cultural

tradition

another

cultural

increasing
given

options

Although
of biculturation
change,

some

there

factors

norms

specific

indicates

u.s.

losses

Thus,

Instead,

and opportunities

Factors

his/her

needs

affecting

are individuals

seem to be "major

13

in both

Latino
further

to respond

to respond

and

continuum

of traditional

can become

a

culture

may move

does not move

and learning

along

Latino

The bicultural

or gains

the person

that degrees

vary and fluctuate

a person

a person

biculturation,

families,

with traditional

and
away

from

in the context

intimate

appropriately

of

with both,
in any

and desires.

biculturation

may be as many factors

as there

within

or citing

acculturation,

as Latino

the continuum.

in a way that suit's

2.

group

of biculturation,

by understanding

tradition.

one's

situation

in the

quoting

discussing

to cultural

along

than

with socialization

when

as the two extremes,

simultaneously

encompasses

when

of such a diverse

and adherence

u.s.

to a

it otherwise

On the continuum

mainstream

except

to remember

attributes

exposure

view

of this study we will refer to the this life-

as "biculturation"

or articles

of acculturation

simultaneously

For the purpose

process

and cultural

occurring

socialization,

that affect

an individual's

who have been through
actors"

to some

degree

process

this process
for most

of

individuals
some

involved

intraphysic

characteristics

in the biculturation

factors

that affect

of the individual

process.

Espin

the acculturation

and his/her

reality

(1987)

process

suggests

that

include

such as:

ego strength
"decision

making

"gender-role
"ability

ambiguities

to tolerate

"degree
These

of feelings

often

of new doors

escaping

ambiguities

of resolution

characteristics

opening

skills

interact

of loss.

with feelings

and opportunities

real or perceived

of joy and hope

and with feelings

life-threatening

conditions.

raised

by the

of relief from

Espin

continues

on to

Sad that the process iS further influenced by faCtOrspertaining 00 jh0 neW

m

SuChaS:
"the

immigrant's

"ability

language

to find a job

"losses

or gains

"characteristics
Padilla
person's

those

distance

(1984)

discussed
minority

are described

mentioned

before,

class
culture.

in Sciarra

and interethnic

which

my work

was cited

heritage,

of an ethnic

factors

or social

of cultural

De Anda
member

in status

of North American

(1980)

sense

interaction,

proficiency

& Ponterotto

ethnic

six factors

but together

The first factor

discussed

that affect

immigrant
by de Anda

14

that a

interethnic
acculturation.

the degree

to which

bicultural.

These

paragraphs,

I believe

as saying

that affect

is likely to become

in the following

with Latino

and identity,

are also factors

group

experience

pride

(1991)

overlap

they sum up what

somewhat
I have

families.
is the degree

a

of overlap

or

seen

with
in

commonality

between

perceptions,

etc.

the two cultures
it possible

De Anda

to understand

his/her

extent

to which

norms

for prescribed

socialization
remaining

minorities

it easier

which

The second

factor

mediators,
agents"

individual's

norms

a minority
through

person

information

Mediators
for ethnic
behavior

demand

serves

that are consistent

believes

within

of conflict between the

immigrants, in contrast to
had a larger

both contexts.

she classifies

to the norms

of majority

from an individual's
process

leads to a clearer

cultur(de

persons.
as a "pattern

group

and they provide
are members

to emulate

with both the minority

15

and

culture's

to meet the majority
values

and norms.

information

and guidance

of the minority

to develop
and majority

Translators
provide

of the majority
ways

A translator

who has gone

success.

their own ethnic

Models

as "cultural

1984).

their own experiences

compromising
culture

Anda,

with considerable

understanding

of cultural

of the minority

or cultural

They can also suggest

without

availability

socialization

ethnic

This made

culture.

all of whom

they facilitate

area of values

dominant

and models,
because

depends on the

that the dual

is the

are of the majority
minority

De Anda

and

perceptions, and

to de Anda

and perceptions.

culture's

beliefs,

with the established

in that they can share

that

values,

Asian),

appropriately

environments

culture

according

the dual socialization

are invaluable

is possible only because

of each

European

Latin American,

to behave

beliefs,

values,

two cultural

by the amount

(p.103).

they shared

socializing

common

is also affected

(African,

predict

(p. 102).

elements

to norms,

The extent to which an individual finds

to the norms

share

behaviors

for them

translators,

values

according

the cultures

unshared

and norms

disparate.

and successfully

behavior

process

with regard

that biculturalism

believes

are not totally

adjust

other

the two cultures

behavior
culture."

culture

whose

and responses
When

learning

is

normative

behavior

but effectiveness

of the majority
is enhanced

The amount
by each

culture

factor.

more

available,

clarifying
Anda

attempts

conform

which

warns

the better

discrimination

process

and values.

She explains

increases

while

stop engaging
associated

from negative

that of positive

with the environment

feedback

also has little value

which

or demonstrated

The fourth

factor

they mesh

explains

influencing

as quoted

problem-solving

appropriate

(de Anda,
bicultural

approach

with the prevalent

agent

in de Anda's

article

in acculturation

de

with the
of behaviors,

of negative

feedback

beliefs,

feedback
is likely to

can become

that produces

feedback.

it so the

Negative

responses

to the context

socialization

are

styles
(1984,

is the conceptual

individual

and the way

of the majority
p. 106)

defines

in

culture.
and further

as:

...a process by which the learner discovers
a combination
of
previously
learned rules that he can apply to achieve a solution
for a novel problem situation.
Therefore
the more culturally
specific
the concepts
and rules the minority individual
uses in the problemsolving process, the less likely that the individual's
repertoire
will be
instrumental
in mainstream
culture.
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in

1984).

of the minority
or valued

will

However,

the individual

The negative

of the negative

because

suggested

(1970)

decreases,

and socializing

the source(s)

and problem-solving

Gagne

feedback

the learning
and intensity

in the task of socialization.

may avoid

style

impedes

corrective

is important

contexts.

interferes

is the third

behavior

feedback

in particular
feedback

provided

behaviors
The more

Corrective

that if the amount

individual

never

norms.

and therefore

normative

that the individual's

are appropriate

that the stress

group,

(positive/negative)

of acculturation.

the chance

to cultural

behaviors

feedback

to produce

process

can be of either

similarity

and type of corrective

regarding

accurately

the models

by perceived

It is vital to the learning

feedback

culture,

De Anda

u.s.)

(1984)

an analytical

understanding

discriminating
contexts,
majority

cognitive

one's

the best chance

also states

environment.

between

Individuals

the demands

1984).

socialization

across

The extent of repertoire
open to the individual.
to generate

" The ability
strategies

The

individual

facial

to

in biculturation

be better

the degree

and body features,

discussed

by de Anda.

with the majority
an "insider's
dissimilar

culture

socialization
appearance

regarding
(p.106)

in the majority
of models

of dissimilarity

groups

degree

experiences

are likely to experience
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as,

is more

likely

and learning

feedback.
(skin color,

is the final factor

in visually
1984,

of

of bilingualism.

appearance

culture

(de Anda,

such

of

or problems

language

corrective

to blend

levels

the effectiveness

who do not have a high degree

have the ability

to

and rules

and mediators

etc.) from the majority

of

rules and operations

culture's

in physical

have

job of highlighting

of strategies

able to understand

Those

minority

is the individual's

number

responses

to different

strategies,

skills

in a variety

is able to define "tasks"

novel combinations

a greater

and will

Lastly,

different

to

culture,

does a wonderful

of generalizable

who is proficient

to be exposed
situations

and appropriate

to utilize evaluative
feedback
and rules once in operation.

A fifth factor

analytical

behavior

skills contribute

and within

" The clarity with which an individual
posed by each culture

The ability

with strong

(of the

approach

of the mainstream

De Anda

in the problem-solving

culture

to be the most valued

the requirements

(de Anda,

the how variations

this mainstream

the most and least acceptable

and predicting

bicultural

style seems

of interpreting

culture

that within

and attain

p. 106)."

socialization

of dissimilarity
more

Those

as pressure

of

with
exerted

from the outsiders,
Every
coming
Espin

therefore

immigrant

and Williams

acculturative

changes

level of stress
control

during

impact

perceived/real

freedom

conditions

theory.

William

acculturative
factors

that affect

"Prior

" Level

Culture

women

refugees
stress

(voluntary

acculturation

(1987),
suggests

ease

to it.
and

perception

of

on the

in a study
that one's

or difficulty

during

the

for those

left behind,

and the

and host countries

are factors

that

is another

in a research

encounters

of education

Espin

or resistant

to the immigrant's

but that one's

relative

shock

of new language

for contact
toward

one's

country

acculturative

Prior intercultural

Attitudes

process,

when

that the migration

are important

influential.

bicultural

they are willing

of responsibility

(1991)

amongst

knowledge

* Motives

home

shock.

& Berry

stresS

sense

of becoming

(1 99l ) both comment

on Latina

to migrate,

in both one's
with culture

is equally

of migration

one's

interact

of whether

the acculturation

psychological

process,

& Berry

the process

in and of themselves

over the process

migration

regardless

opportunities.

less socialization

must confront

to a new country,
(1987)

providing

variation

synthesis

of acculturation

of prevention

cited the following

methods

as psychological

(p. 635):

I

and culture

of any kind
vs. involuntary
(positive

and employment,

included)

or negative)
values,

and self-esteem

" Contact experiences
(quantity and frequency
with larger society, whether
pleasant or not, whether it meets the needs of the individual,
whether first
encounters
were viewed positively or negatively)
Congruity

between

contact

expectations

health
' Coping

skills
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of

and actualities

will affect

mental

" Appraisal
' Sense

of biculturation

of cognitive

Again
factor

Salgado

significantly

higher

respondents
compared

factor

amongst
levels

with those

and biculturation

in an empirical

on gender

of depressive

immigrants.

of someone
had made

indicate

fourteen

experience

higher

fourteen

(Salgado

levels

de Snyder,

emphasizes

and early

that individuals

1987).

the importance

adolescent

of stress

socialization

takes

place

adaptation/integration

to the new environment.

according

de Snyder,

to Salgado

succeed

in a new country,

left behind

family,

friends,

theorize

that immigrating

central

task of adolescence

sameness

and historical

It is evident

become bicultural
the stress

is to "form
continuity

tough
a stable

or to successfully
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prior to age

believes

that this

in which

childhood

of successful

of self-imposed
and other

pressure

skills,

The followers

identity,

of Erickson
the

of personal

& Moskowitz-Sweet,

that affect

1991 ).

an individual's
of acculturation

Loss, grief and mourning

to

and having

because

a sense

deal with the process

that one is likely to encounter.

in

after the age of

on adolescents

Gibbs

that there are many factors

stress

who migrate

context

to be a

This may be due in part,

things-roots.

(Taylor

of acculturative

as a determinant

a lack of communication

is particularly

female

was also found

de Snyder

to a combination

and familiar

observed

to migrate.

than those

of the cultural

in

the final decision

who immigrate

Salgado

by

to migrate,

stress

students

as a

decision

of acculturative

Studies

done

differences

among

else's

age at the time of immigration
experienced.

process

study

They

symptomatology

because

who themselves

and ethnic

An individual's

immigrant

finding

(1990)

593 Latino

who immigrated

process

of the migration

lives is supported

& Padilla

stress

over the entire

of control

immigrants'

de Snyder

psychological

control

the sense

affecting

experience

ability
and

are primary

to

issues for immigrants
(Espin, 1987).
everyday

vague

whether

they are conscious

Most have lost their home country,

patterns

and behaviors

and refugees

of relationships,

that are "normal"

obligations,

or unconscious

the

loved ones, culture,

networks,

food, places,

in their home culture-the

people,

sense of loss is

and pervasive.
There are also elements

Latino immigrants.

that affect the reality of

within the environment

A stressful

element

of reality that

Latino immigrants

discover

upon arrival here, is that they are often considered

and treated

minority,

although

where they are part

the majority

of a racial majority
immigrants

or where racial mixtures

also widely encounter

within the social service
significant

determiners

many Latino
inadequate

system,

immigrants,
housing,

poor nutrition,

detecting,

reporting,

significant

levels of violence,

and elements
individuals

3.

discrimination

and poverty.

upon arriving

available

and legal)

racism,

are the norm (Espin, 1987).

Poverty

of health status (Guendelman,

resources

social,

of them come from countries

less preventative

and getting

needed

difficulty

and ethnicity
1988).

medical

treatment)

in accessing

and less access to appropriate

and

are

The reality for
includes
care, less

care (which leads to failure
medical

Latino

on the job market

in the United States,

to them for medical

as a

and delay in

neighborhoods

help from services

with

(police,

day care. All of these factors

that have an effect on the individual,

affect the families

that these

are a part of.

The

effects

of the

biculturation

process

on

Latino

immigrant

families
There
familism

are various

authors/researchers

whose

and other core values of Latino immigrants

20

publications
are changing

suggest

that

as a result of

acculturation,

urbanization,

mainstream
others

of the United

States

who suggest

that familism

is maintained

larger

because

increases,
locally

and more

this increases

related

first generation
importance

of familism

of familism.

They

Latinos

share

loyalty,

solidarity,

define

regarding

the extended

the behaviors

associated

hypothesized

that because

the new country
likely

to have

They

claim

generation

researchers
behavioral

strong

define

but weak

difficult

for some

express

the

and behavioral
of acculturation

family,

and attitudes

especially

in terms

component

authors

immigrants

as

have fewer

relatives

country,

demonstrations

of familism.

immigrants

familism

and the more
at the same

that

components

of other

there

lower

individualistic

time exhibit

and proximity
found

relatively

higher
relatives

are three

of familism.

levels
culture

of the u.s.

mainstream

levels

of behavioral

familism

dimensions

The three
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of attitudinal

and marriages

of children.

of the attitudinal

dimensions

in

they are

and third

exhibit

of

have

from their native

behavioral

on the value

as the beliefs

These

of the distance

attitudinal

country

the behavioral

feelings.

first generation

limit new immigration

(1987)

and nuclear

They

with these

and because

et. al., 1987).

that if this is true, it is also likely to be true that second

to acculturation
while

component

and reciprocity.

etc. (Sabogal

the attitudinal

the attitudinal

system

they are more

in the home

the effects

family

immigrated

barriers

studying

are

since

and co-authors

between

when

support

contact,

There

immigrants to the

who have

or economic

Sabogal

of distinguishing

et. al., 1985).

of family

with family

immigrants.

components

the migration

political

with the

as the extended

members

more frequent

contact

contact

from first generation

of family

and

or makes

(Rothman

the availability

households,
distance

of relatives,

integrated

as the number

Geographical

culture

and increasing

culture

becomes
next,

migration,

include

due

due to
These

and
1 ) familial

a person's perceived obligation to provide material and emotional

obligations
support

to members

perception
solve

that family

problems,

attitudinal

4.

changes.

Family

a family

perspective,

the family

within

individuals.

system

the previous

Individual

challenges

system

views,

family

decisions,

of majority

simultaneously

and actions

to change.
cultural

affecting

However,

influence.

change

system,

of

as they
but also as

to the family

different
system.

into a

roles and

change

influences

the family

The family

and causing

of familiar

the family

of the family

life and role

is transplanted

members

and in turn produce

individuals

by a gaining

but also by losses

then bring these

dynamics

system

is not only affected

Its

of

of

of biculturation

as a family

not only through

place

Perspective

the loss of familiar

environment.

members

itself continues

recipient"

influences,

support

that "perceived

with this process

In the process

to

and

by acculturation,

a System's

are dealing

are affected.

to the new environment

reactions,

from

from the new environment,

interactions

which

within

a system's

new environment,

relate

Conflict

as behavioral

They found

up (p. 404).

the

from family:

of help and support

relatives

or place of growing

by the new societal
From

influences

et al., 1987).

support

providers

not affected

families

are affected

are reliable

dimension

As individuals
acculturation,

2) Perceived

as referents:

(Sabogal

was the only

generation,

family,

members

and 3) Family

referents

from family"
birth,

of extended

system

feelings,
Thus,

the family

is not just a "passive

system

is also

in the larger

society

in subtle,

but

real ways.
The goal of the family
or restore

its stability

system

and security,

in the midst of these
while
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remaining

flexible

changes
enough

is to maintain
to find

ways

of meeting

its needs in a new environment.

The system

questions

on how to respond

presented

in this new context.

members'

lives as well as its role within its new society

literature

suggests

and its influences

permeability

(openness

environment
against

in attempts

values,

1987).

balance

to acculturate.

attributes,

between

the strongest

the degree

a family system

as other members

extended

Refugee

The role changes
potentially

changing

significant

challenges

of their identity
identity

loss, but it also

and gender-role

of unemployment,
pace of children
(Coalition

conflict

isolation

within

is

from

has the potential

for Immigrant

and

of individual

family members

within the family

a family will face in the process
as a cause of family conflict.

and the

life can be

of biculturation.
He studied

Curtis
the

f

consequences
mental

of acculturation

health services

to

1990).

role of the family within the individual's

(1990) views acculturation

(Espin,

Reality for many of these families

on family relationships

Rights and Services,

the native

are more eager to reach out to social and

and the rapid biculturation

great pressure

norms of the past

needs and as a defense

against

of intergenerational

as well as the desperation

family,

and the unknown,

social and sex-role

defense

the

As the family

the familiar

as the stability

norms of the new environment.

that this conflict

The

to redefine

In doing this they idealize

and customs

often increases

create

of its boundaries.

to meet the family system's

This is probably

sex-role

is challenged.

on the family, it is struggling

may cling to the traditional

the pressures

culture's

The role of the family within its individual

or closedness)

to find a comfortable

some members

and opportunities

that as the family system works to adapt to the new

environment

struggles

to the new challenges

is now faced with

on families

in a neighborhood
23

of 50 Latino children
center.

receiving

Curtis proposes

that minority

groups

tend to accept

and incorporate

themselves

which

and values

of their ethnic

This

can result

can be manifested

between

sub-group

validated

in a context

where

undermined

by competing

and women
sex-role

shifi from a social

behavior
new patterns

of gender-roles

for women

an imbalance

open

Stratification

of the sexes

demands,

inter-role

and family

have been

conflict,

experiences

between

sex roles,

marital

Salgado,

Cervantes,

&

opportunities
of stress

female

family

simultaneously

Padilla,

The difficulty

encounter

the opening

the narrowing
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to paid
options,
(1987).

expectations,
have

within

that generate

work

the most

of the relationship
(Gove,

1972,

as cited

in role changes

in the United

but is also often related

experience

experience

illness

in

that when

is created

that women
factors

freedom

and emotional

sex-role

of

roles for men

explains
access

social,

in the study

and mental

1990).

that women

for women,

members

status,

review

when

greater

of the family

as the potential
by Gove

definite

with greater

structure

lives

of Latino

conflict

Espin(1987)

and subsequent

for women

in their

one emphasizing

and the experience

identified

stressful

source

power

discrepancy

and masculinity

emphasizing

combine

distress.

with and are

and familial

States

culture

group.

of femininity

to

into

or a family

and DeLeon(1987)

up new economic,

in the traditional

conflicts,

are in conflict

system

such as the United

of dominant

if an individual

of both personal

judgments

in psychological

attitude

of the dominant

( as that in Latin America)

employment

working

values

value

demands

can result

Romero-Garcia,

also cite the potential

family/individuals

these

which

on sex roles and perceptions

women,

between

in immigrants

values

cultures'

disharmony,

their traditional

Vasquez-Nutthall,
literature

in conflicts

in parental

socio-cultural

dominant

States

to stress

and

is not only a

in the men. As their

of opportunities,

of opportunities

in

some

in the work

men
force.

Not

only do some
women

in their families,

challenged
work

men feel their sense

not a value
is often

culture

in itself.

States

(Pavich,

in the work world.

for example

There

misunderstood
1986).

the educational
advancement
makes

come

it difficult

sometimes
having

discourages

can affect

Mexican

rural areas
to develop

minority

varied

young

perceived

which

here in the

skills for many

as a

to attaining

males.

country

Also,

and have

lacked

occupations

by our society

men in the educational
(1976)

but

by employers

and Chicano

Casavantes

of

life activities

work ethic

Discrimination

is

for survival

men to move out of stereo-typical

(p. 52).

Mexican

significance

on other

in their native

States.

Latino

aspirations

the Chicano/

placed

of the

and worth

work and has been a barrier

for some

in the United

for many

academic

for one's

from

opportunity
here

value

is sometimes

employment

immigrants

is a higher

This contrast

and maintaining

of identity

is that work is a necessity

with the Puritan

or ambition

by role-changes

The traditional

as conflicting

lack of incentive

many

challenged

they also feel that their sense

by the barriers

in Mexican

of identity

or
also

jobs and

system

comments

from

on how this

male (p.l 1 ) :

A man is his work...Few
men can live comfortably
with the feeling
of not being a good provider, and consequently,
they often
overcompensate
and by this demonstrate
that they nevertheless
are strong and powerful.
Therefore,
they show excessive "machismo".
This is probably what leads to refusal to have anything to do with things
that are womanly.
This over-compensatory
bragging,
power

within

Coalition
34%
abuse

drinking,

continual

the family.

for Immigrant

of the women

seeking

can

of sexual

In the study conducted
and Refugee

interviewed

in both countries

machismo

Rights

take the form of fighting,
conquests,

on immigrant

and Services

who had experienced

by the same

partner
25

or show

reported

women

(1990)

some

of physical

form

found

by the
that for

of domestic

that the pressures

of

migration

exacerbated

the violence

For adolescent
the different
believes

immigrants

role expectations

that this conflict

depression,
dilemma

sexual

against

their

cultural

customs,

culture.
increasing

society

the conflict.

authority

(teachers,

values.

coaches,

with adults

is increased
preferring

with younger

of the new culture
dynamics
enough;
revealing.

Issues

enmeshment
With
pressure

potential
system

These

many

The amazing

review

families.

and surpass
will attest

preferring

are played
challenges

family

thing

the pressure

to the strengths

members

culture

and

and adopt
state that

much
" The

are all the more

loyalty,

how

conflict

exerting

and if the family

system

and are exhibited

of these

family

in

systems

put upon them.

The next section

of these families

that become
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parents'

the use of language.

are great

is the strength

of

are interesting

members,

and possible

Stress factors

thus

and cultures

native

the results

out through

one may wonder

potential

their

(1991)

family

heritage,

of language

an individual

and native

and adult

and Ponterotto

different

reject

their

English

to a bilingual

at home,

in positions

to speak

concerning

rebellion

parents

adolescents

and maintain

on the

in their

of their cultural

preferences

Sciarra

among

and distancing

on the family

between

Spanish

applied

ever survives.

endure

conflict

etc.)

by the differing

of control

all these

this denial

their

that challenge

when

when

toward

(1986)

comments

Spanish

employers,

of their peers.

however,

to speak

between

rebellion,

when

from adults

of the family

of bilingualism

(1987)

also find support

to speak

members

Pavich

behavior,

Espin

act negatively

encourages

They

role-conflicts

and their families

they will refuse

The intergenerational

of the family

itself in deviant

adolescents

culture

from

and society.

and drug use.

and in general

American

is pressure

can manifest

female

parental

there

of their families

exploitation

for these

(1990).

to

of this

evident

in the

process

D.

of biculturation.

Strengths

of

Latino

immigrant

the
01son
Youth

(1986),

Diversity

great

are coping
effective

way,

and making

as having

Families

bringing

them

testifying

of American

stressors

skills.

of

and/or

utilized

Committee

described

types

on the

families

of skills or abilities.

together,

deal with their issues

and come

making

to

that seem

The first type

are able to cope with stresS

closer

in

on Children,

of Representatives

Families,

that survive

the family

the Select

House

two

evident

biculturation

before

of the Minnesota

and Strength

survive

process

when

and Families

families

them

in some

work together,

out stronger

as a result

of all

of this.
The second
internal

resources

express

thoughts

extended

family,

type of skill is the ability
which

include

and feelings,
friends,

and willingness

communication

skills,

etc. and external

a social

network,

ability

resources

knowledge

to rely on both
to negotiate,

which

and access

include
to community

agencies.
Many

Latino

survive

because

(1987)

comments

what

some

immigrant

they possess

these

on the strength

researchers

and voluntarily

are ambitious

and productive.
exhibit

and their concept
abilities

of these

have suggested,

autonomously

the United

States

propensity

to plan for the future

less fatalistic,

families

immigrating

Research

indicates

group

and more
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Salgado

de Snyder

of people

He believes

in that they
immigrants

to

and stronger

who do not immigrate.
authoritarian.

and

who migrate

that Mexican

need for achievement

than those

are strong

people.

that Mexicans

are a self-selected

a stronger

less submissive,

and skills.

of family

Salgado

They

are also

de Snyder

theorizes

that these

and that Mexican

traits are enhanced

women

psychological

strength.

up of strong

individuals.

Many
mentioned

earlier

incorporating
Latino
than

and

families

is the central

community
traditional

members
healers,

up of informal

1987).

(Sabogal
extended

etc.

Research
networks

Cohesion

family

is centered

for

Latino

are made

more

families

Latino

the family

families
structure

is a traditional

oriented

As stated

towards

earlier,

expression

et. al., 1987,

indicates

of assimilation,

within

in Latino

of emotions,
Support

neighbors,

and the

systems

and other

store,

that this concept

or lifestyle

acculturation,

of

cooperation

the local general

around

by

value

the family,

p.397).

members,

States

to be selected

of traditional

for socialization,

as well as the church,

support

lost in the process

work.

seem

in the United

that many

strength

et. al., 1987).

support

out to include

create

are generally

institution

of mutual

radiate

and practices

and team

(Sabogal

would

he believes

in this review
skills

competition.

exchange
then

values

coping

families

culture

who immigrate
Thus,

qualities,

by experiences

sometimes
made

and within

the family,

or biculturation

(Sabogal

is not
et. al.,

Authorsoftherecentliteraturewithastrength'sperspectiveontherole

of the Latino
following

immigrant

family

and the process

of biculturation

identify

the

strengths:
Despite

factors

broadly,

the concept

of assimilation

primary

socializing

and acculturation,

of familia
function

(extended

(Aragon

family)

de Valdez

the family
continues
& Gallegos,

and, more
to assert
p. 200).

The high level of perceived
family support, invariable
despite
changes
in acculturation,
is the most essential
dimension
of Latino
Familism.
Family obligations
and perception
of the family as a
referent appear to diminish with level of acculturation,
but perception
of family support doesn't change (Sabogal,
Marin, Otero-Sabogal,
VanOss, and Perez-Stable,
1987, p. 393).
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a

Interdependence
among family members
is strong and acts as a
natural support system in times of stress....and
plays a significant
role in family stability
(Guendelman,
1983, p. 4)
The fact that traditional
cooperation
family
when

than

relationships
the family's

individualistic

competition
(Aragon

Latino

families

and that a sense
de Valdez

of this society.

the life of the individual.
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more

oriented

of self is highly

& Gallegos,

role in the life of individual

tendencies

are often

influenced

by

p. 201 ), may be strengths

members

The family

to

is challenged
plays

by the

an influential

role in

Ill:
A.
1. Are there identifiable

family

attributes

of Guatemalan
in dealing

of biculturation?

utilize in dealing

could be transferred

Questions

as resources

during the process

systems

present

Research

cultural

that are or could be utilized
presented

METHODOLOGY

with

and adapted

immigrant

with the challenges

What resources

challenges

before

to be successful

families

and skills do

leaving

that

Guatemala

in dealing

with challenges

immigrant

families

in their lives here in the United States?

2. lf there are identifiable
facilitate

the family's

attributes
biculturation

other Latin American
regarding
working

of Guatemalan
process,

immigrant

families

other Latin American
with Guatemalan

how are they similar to those of

identified

immigrant

immigrant

that

families

in literature?
relevant

Is literature

or applicable

in

families?

study.

B.
There
immigrant

families

relationship
process

is little research

of the cultural

in nature.

was employed
locating
Members
interviews

that has been published

on Guatemalan

attributes'

A purposive

sample

the sample

families

Guatemalan

conducted

possible

relationship

Thus, this study and its design

to contact

Guatemalan
from

Design

in the United States, and less has been done on the

of biculturation.

exploratory

Research

to the family's
are qualitative

design with the use of key informants

population

because

of the difficulties

for study in the Twin Cities metropolitan
immigrant

in Spanish.

families

An inductive
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and

participated
approach,

in

area.

in three to five hour
utilizing

information

from the literature

review

was used to develop
variables

and from previous

an interview

of interest

guide

and of providing

what they felt was relevant.

research

and practice

that met the needs

flexibility

of exploring

to encourage

In this way the research

experience,

families

is guided

the

to share

and informed

by

the families.

C. Units
The study
the United
between

States
eight

and children
three

involved

between

dual-parent

headed

immigrant

eight months

and eight years

and five years.

with children

with children.
male,

North

American

Other

than the North American

family

members

were

D.
I contacted

contacted

the churches

would

be willing

letters

and consent

information

forms

for talking

The method

and

in both English

years.

There

were

female-

family

including

a

and their

biracial

son.

family,

to the United

Protestant

all

States.

immigrant

I gave each of them
and Spanish

and Catholic

area.

and methods

with Guatemalan

in the study.

one adult

from another

in the metropolitan
goals,

lived in

Rational

through

the focus,

to inquire

to participate

female,

and immigrated

Procedures

to explain

at least

and one single-parent,

for the interviews

be willing

and nineteen

Guatemalan

congregations

who have

and in Minnesota

included

adult and two children

Sampling

families

was one interracial

born in Guatemala

church

see if they would

There

an Indigenous

families

Spanish-speaking

All families

the ages of one month

households

household

Analysis

four Guatemalan

between

months

of

to provide

I initially
of my study
families

if any

recruitment
them

with

to families.

of drawing

a purposive
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sample

with the assistance

to

of key

informants

was chosen

Minnesota.

The number

hard to locate.
American

would

Church
have

would

study,

of Guatemalan

leaders

were chosen

assurance

that their church

motivations

and intentions

using

key informants

an immigrant
legal

population

documentation

situations.
(immigration

Many

trusted

many

and deported

The goal of this study
to aid the family

the process
and effect

and Rode

of biculturation.
relationships

that they
in the
the

also trust the
(1992)

found

that

is vital when

trying

to reach

the United

States

without

of life-threatening
by "la migra"

Variables

in dealing

The study

between

that

back to their country.

is to explore

system

that they

having

live daily with the fear that they may be caught

agents)

in a timely

participate

therefore

because

and

families

a person

information

have entered

is small

population

would

trusts

left their country

E.

utilized

Falcon

by the population

in which

and/or

me,and

in

in the hope

through

and safe sharing

to reach

with the Central

the sample

that families

of the study.

trusted

working

the families

leader

in Minnesota

as key informants

the probability

comfortable

is difficult

of trust with the Guatemalan

I felt that accessing

feel relatively

immigrants

a way to locate

a relationship

increase

population

who are actively

provided

developed

they contacted.
trusted

the sample

Key informants

population

manner.

because

cultural

family

attributes

with the challenges

is not intending

variables.

presented

to determine

The variables

that

explored

can be
during

any cause
in this study

include:
1 ) Cultural

Identity

2) Socio-Economic
States

of the family
status

when

of the family
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living

in Guatemala

in Guatemala

and in the United

3)

Cultural family attributes-characteristics
their family life

4)

Support
States

5)

Migration
experience-specifically
voluntariness
in the migration

6)

Length and type of exposure
living in the United States

network

of the family

7) Transfer and/or
United States
8)

Challenges

9)

Family

adaptation

Cultural

with any particular
rural/urban
population.

spoken
were

subculture

to where
(Spanish,

questions

Operationally
about

as coping

family

when

Guatemala

this variable

group

Status

the neighborhood

was defined

etc.),

Guatemala

to ethnic

as part of a minority

identify
heritage,

or majority

by responses

to questions

and for how long,

languages

and whether

they felt they

in Guatemala.

of

the

status

and house
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in

or not families

according

family

can be explained

Socio-Economic

to life in the

skills

living

by whether

languages,

or majority

while

Definitions

lived in Guatemala

Socio-Economic

Conceptually
lifestyle.

process

is defined

any Indigenous

and co-nationals

in the acculturation

within

and

of perceived

attributes

the

families

and the United

family

this variable

the family

part of a minority

2.

to host culture

and self-perception

Operationally

pertaining

of

this variable

context,

the degree
process

Operational

Identity

Conceptually

in G.uatemala

that seem to serve

F.
1.

system

of cultural

encountered

Attributes

of Guatemalan

in

Guatemala

as aspects

was explored
in Guatemala,

of the family's
by asking
how many

people

lived there,

how their family

fell on a continuum

was financially

ranging

affording

many

luxuries.

activities

and celebrations.

from

Questions

3.
The variable
such as family
consists

structure,

dynamics

includes

communication,
respect,

and activities.

interview

support,

family

questions

c) Family

structure,

about

and traditions.

the nature
values

includes
Family

of family

intentionally

of family

examined

elements

Family

relationships,
explored

include
familial

as referents.

and strength

were

identified

by

topics:

and happenings

of a typical

customs,

d) Methods of resolving
needs and difficulties

to

structure

v. interdependence,

of family members
and geographical
of non-blood
relatives into the family)

traditions,

income

recreational

and roles they play.

independence

were

their family

conceptually

members

Family

on the following

a) Identification
the adoption
b) Routines

values

and usefulness

attributes

to support

their

attributes

attributes

v. competition,

perceived

Operationally,

family

the roles in action,

cooperation

obligation,

family

dynamics,
power

sufficient

and where

were also asked

Cultural

of cultural

of the family's

being

supported,

week

proximity(including

for the family

and celebrations

medical,

financial,

material,

legal,

and relational

e) Family decision-making
process regarding finances,
work, housework,
discipline
of children, care for elderly parents, education
of children
and adults, and social activities of the family and its individual
members
f)

Responsibilities

g) Likes

and dislikes

of members
about

to each other within

family
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life in Guatemala

the family

network

4.

Support

Network

This variable
family

is conceptually

and its individual

support.

Particular

intermediate

intangible

defined

and adopted

such as churches,

as the support

network

external

Operationally

this was defined

a) The existence

and proximity

by responses

to questions concerning:

and extended

members

to others

influenced

to leave Guatemala

this variable

actual

and influencing

events

associated

conceptually

in their response

Operationally

is defined

with these factors

family

in the family

material,

difficult and

legal, and

beliefs in their lives

experience

the decision

financial,

of perceived
voluntariness
experience

over or willingness

formal

go to for advice

e) How the family deals with medical,
relational needs and difficulties.

control

and

past experience,

d) Aspects of events in the life of their family that were/are
how they cope with them.

The migration

that the

and the United

in Guatemala

of immediate

of individuals

5. Degree

u.s.

hospitals,etc.), and

dichos or sayings,

are similar or different

f) The role of religious

in the

(immediate family),

(community

schools,

(role of faith and belief systems,

c) Responsibilities

and

roles of internal

family),

government,

b) Who family members

in Guatemala

rely upon to meet their needs and receive

interest was paid to how

etc.) forms of support
States.

members

(extended

institutions

of families

would

in the

include

to the events,

and conditions

responses

factors that led to migration,
and events, the amount
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their perceived

and enter the United

by the families'

migration

that

States.
regarding

the

the feelings

of time they took or had to

plan and prepare
to everyone

6.

for the journey,

they wanted

Length

and

to before leaving.

and operationally

from other questions
and others

7. Transfer

Latinos,

and/or

and/or

adaptation
conceptually

Operationally

it is defined

about cultural

family attributes

identify

by their response

b) Perceived

Challenges

family

has encountered

these

challenges

attributes

in responses

It is also defined

to

encountered

life

or contrast

of family

to both life in
by responses

or special

and unity amongst

in the

would include

in

events
family

biculturation
any barriers

by the participants'
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u.s.

given to the questions

responses

members

process
to biculturation

since their arrival to the United States.

are identified

in the

in:

celebrations,

obligation,

this variable

and in the community.

to family life in the United States.

a loss or change

support,

if they live

with Guatemalans,

that were asked in regards

traditions,

co-nationals

and any information

by the areas of change

by the differences

a) Family customs,

Conceptually

relationships

of family

and life in the United States.

which the families

8.

is defined

in the work place, at school, church,

from family life in Guatemala

Guatemala

and

North Americans,

where they mention

This is defined
attributes

this variable

culture
States

of how long they have been in the United States,

near other Guatemalans,

Latinos,

they were able to say good-bye

type of exposure
to the host
while
living
in the United

Conceptually
to the questions

and whether

Operationally
regarding

the

the

concerns

they have about

their children

factors

of life here that are difficult

these,

aspects

relationships

These

Family

the family

variable

qualities

that the participants

during

challenging

G.

flexibility

or qualities

of the acculturation

process,

in a new location

or rural-urban
gained

experience

orientation.
from

challenges

when

lt also

this

or difficulties

how they have dealt

and resources

that

previous

Operationally

around

that

or are

necessary,

feel have been most valuable

dealing

and the
to them

times.

Development

An inductive
was employed

skills

attributes

of knowledge

discussion

in life here.

coping

moved/lived

in cultural

present

of support

as

include

in the past and present,

the utilization

family

developed

to their

by interview

encountered

with them,

of origin

how they feel their family

serve

of having

with

and how they are dealing

by the differences

conceptually

or adaptation

experience

is explored

they've

that

experience

the application

acculturation

or affected

cope with the challenges

from their place

includes

to meet

interest

but flexible

the variables

families

Organizing

the interviewing

Data

utilizing

the needs

to encourage
relevant.

of

approach,

to choose

felt was

affer

would

acculturation

is different

for their family

Attributes

attributes

helped

previous

changed

u.s. , events or

up in the

life that they don't like, and

are being

9.

have

u.s.

of

growing

Collection

information

from the literature

of the study.

of exploring

these

to share

their stories

the interview

to allow the families
schedules

Instruments

guide

variables

while

guide

to explore

methods

was

also providing

and information

to tell their stories

and interviewing
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The interview

review,

that they

the variables
has been

of

modeled

of the recent

research
chose

study

done

to emulate

populations

on new immigrants

this model

of these

and the desire

families

themselves.
The interview

open-ended

from

their journey

the exploratory,

explored

organized

ended

changed,

how it has remained

with reflective

Guatemala

and the United

researcher

through

always

needed

certain

questions

in order

because

I had planned

to be covered

feedback

on the instrument

and interact

who are familiar

those

who are in the client/participant
given

involved,

and the ability

Activas,

to

questions.

examined

by
other

it with members

a Neighborhood

native
who

House

program
to get

in order

view points

of those

who "interview"

position.
language,
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not

happen

dialect

of the instrument

the

this would

relationship

with the specific

to the use of the Spanish

guide

in

the responses

in other

and to pretest

from diverse

in a client-professional

sought

and

to guide

with this population,

I had hoped

those

been

The

but were

flow of conversation

working

Hispanas

were there

in the interview,

the information

women.

Guatemala,

of living

from Guatemala,

immigrant

to leave

and the differences

Spanish-speakers

for Latina

the family's

the same,

to have the interview

Mujeres

follow

has grown

professionals

from

by asking

on how the family

bilingual/bicultural

volunteered

of the study

process

and

by the

questions

in the natural

provided

and informed

The questions

!992).

of the two

and their life here in Minnesota.

States.

the topics

nature

to chronologically

their decision

States,

interview

guided

& Rode,

in the purpose

qualitative

the nine variables

life in Guatemala,

to the United

(Falcon

of the similarities

to have the research

guide

questions

experience

because

studies;

studies,

in Minnesota

with Guatemalan
of Spanish
Special

attention

the comfort

to collect

from

families,
Guatemala
would

of the format

information

and

have
for all

on the variables

l

of interest.
was unable
Hispanas

Activas

purpose

program.

of the study,

questions
very

to pretest

to discuss

in modifying

questions.
comfort

Their

advice

entire

family's

They

separately

in order

was invaluable.

to avoid

human-service

of the interview

questions

from

H.
Ideally,
context
been

established.

an informal
connection.
facilitate

This

This would

tension

English

Data

leaders,

with the family

I hoped

would

with the family

in which

a final decision

spouses.

would

for this study,

the families,
and the church

church

a chance

take

place

native

leader

more

already

conducive

I arranged

that facilitated
comfortable

and family

through

in the

have

but when

leader

to

to have
the
and

to my

a trusted

to ask any questions

me. This occurred
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Bilingual

me in the translation

and myself

make the interview

after meeting

of spouses

trust and rapport

by way of introduction

also give the family

who would

Process

of this nature

of trust between

choose

into Spanish.

Collection

with a family

or

during

me to invite the

an interview

assisted

the

conflict

they advised

between

This was

increase

for family

independently

professionals

interviews

of the church
meeting

the potential

the

of certain

that would

requesting

This was not possible

the transfer

relationship

make

qualitative

of a relationship

the schedules

causing

to explain

and comfort of the

and directness

For example,

against

from the Mujeres

of interviewing.

methods

and let the family

also advised

Spanish-speaking

nature,

and lessen

women

appropriateness

and the method

on interviewing

participation

participate.

guide

with

meet with their group

the cultural

the language,

level of participants

after the interviews

guide

I did, however,

from the interview

helpful

the interview

person.

in person

with one church

and to
leader

and family.

I had actually

Guatemala
knew

briefly

this past summer

one of the families

Mujeres

Hispanas

established

comfort

Activas

actually

experience.

audio-taped

I also

rapport and trust were

level of

Time was spent

area.

involvement in the

a shared

some

to get to know

but I have become
Interviews

over the consent

before

with all families

each other

and increase

one took place

meeting

the interview

and an adolescent

of these

families

children

Three

where

attributes,

that came

the

community

there

the interview

often

continued

in Spanish
resources

with

Families

chose

in the homes
during

participate

Two of the interviews

included

I did a follow

was present

share

up session

sense

about

were younger

because

I
they

of how each

their family's

children

in

with one

and participated.

families

of

a

who would

had
family

norms,

present

in the

from time to time.
after the interview

on safe, culturally
and services
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and

and were

began

took place

also chose

is not

travel

to five hours

the study.

I was able to get some

Often

study,

and one was continued

and wife of the two other

in to "visit"

of information

appropriate

family

Spanish

The interviews

regarding

and what they as a family

The conversation

from three

son or daughter.

and challenges.

college

of the interviews

Families

the entire

the husband

together

anywhere

in my home,

ages five and.under.

interacts

through

that all were invited.

mothers

interviewed

fluent

of the families.

at a restaurant.

knowing

by me in Spanish.

form and questions

the families,
second

lasted

with the permission

of the interview.

packet

Thus,

were conducted

the location

home

was traveling in

I

level.

my first language

going

through

interviews.

began

when

they are now living in the metro

program.

All of the interviews

work

and

this couple

I interviewed

prior to these

the interviews

met

ended.

I provided

and linguistically

and was willing

to answer

any

a

questions

they had regarding

followed

up by a phone

information,
since

to thank

All of the interviews

call or a visit to the family

them,

in order

have

to clarify

and to ask if they had any questions

been

some

of the

or comments

the interviews.
Ethical

issues

to the sensitive
the smallness
area,

resources.

are significant

issues

migration

keeping

in my home

to the families
information

community

provided,

written

or taped

or destroyed

I will identify

instead

of names.

after completion

or individual

in the United

in the metropolitan
prior to

will be kept in a locked
directly

participants

for record

All audio-tapes

of the study.

due

States,

of participants

will be published.
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confidentiality

may have experienced

and will not have names

by numbers

of a family

of protecting

immigrants

that some

All information

with information
purposes

of some

and Guatemalan

persecution

in Guatemala.

file cabinet
connected

of legal status

of the Latino

and the possible

in the areas

will be given

No identifying

IV.
These

findings

are grouped
A.

according

families

heritage,

clearly

while

heritage,

identified

members

Indigenous.

Another

family

identified

United

States

considers

family

herself

to be Indigenous

Mayans

have

in blood

only is to be indigenous.

indigenous
home.
learned

many

parts

indigenous

(Kakchiquel)
who considers

of the

of Italian

less clear

about

as Mestizos

The husband

their
themselves

in this family

She clarified

is from the

She was the only

participant

as well as Spanish,

having

to be Mestizo

languages

through

and

that

have only one God.

their family

as

and the last

and his wife is Guatemalan

but not Mayan.

Mam and Quiche

One of

and Spanish

they did not identify

themselves

heritage

as Ladinos.

Ihe

To be Mayan
fluent

learned

in an
it in the

said they have
their work

with an

community.

Pertaining
predominantly

to rural/urban
small

town

experience

in Guatemala

experience

moving

young

were

gods and we (Catholics)

language

The couple

family

as biracial.

of Irish and English

as being

because

identified

themselves

themselves

themselves

Ladino

explored.

Identity

identified

of the other

but said they were

to the variables

Cultural

Two out of the four families
these

Findings

from

orientation,

two of the families

rural experiences
City.

Adults

rural to urban

identified

and two identified

with the urban

from two of the four families
settings

during

their

with

did

adolescence

and

adulthood.
The Spanish

a minority

translation

or majority

and this question

group

of the concept
in Guatemala

was not asked

was difficult

of one family.

that she felt like she was part of a majority,
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inquiring

about

identification

for many

The indigenous

but discounted,

saying

with

to understand
woman
that

replied

"sometimes
people
way

they (non-indigenous)

treat us as less equal... we as indigenous

suffer a lot by their treatment

that / have suffered
A Ladino women

a lot more people

because

said, "we feel the same as everyone

as people

B.

this study.

Socio-Economic

spouse

trailers,

and children.

Guatemala's

in Guatemala

of the

as

here in

by the questions

One woman

asked

to support

said at times her family

lived in single dwelling

homes

lived with the parent(s)

in

their

enjoyed

with their

of one of the spouses

parent live with them.
were supported
income

past presidents,

by the husband's

as well. Occupations

for a Catholic

in a small town enjoyed

simple

mission,

working

pleasures

worked
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and in one

driving

as a bodyguard

buses

and

for one of

social work.

activities

in Guatemala.

on weekends

as social workers

A family

such as going to the

and community

to help with child care and house duties

income

included

and doing grass-roots

going to watch soccer games,

The family where both spouses
woman

family

replied that their income was sufficient

There was also a range of recreational

lake near-by,

heritage

Status

Two families

by the woman's
fund-raising

her ethnic
identifiable

All of the families

All of the families
family

of the North

in skin color and clearly

and enjoy some luxuries.

or had an elderly

who identified

status was difficult to assess

All families

many luxuries.

with the exception

of color.

Socio-Economic

families

interviewed

and Italian were darker

Minnesota

else, but there are

who are much poorer."

male, his son, and the woman

Spanish

in the

of the color of my skin.

All of the family members
American

of us as less so / feel like a minority

celebrations,

etc.

was able to hire a

and was able to afford the cost

of one of the spouse's
talked

about

going

occasionally,
family,
point

education

being

talked

and economic

able to travel

honeymoon

for three

Her family

enjoyed

going

having

barbecue
when

military

and the guerrillas

out of four families

Cultural

children,

in the small

so that when

someone

the families
origin,

interviewed

u.s.)

Guatemala

for a

of her first

camping,

husband,

to the beach,

she said they
the tension

or

had little

between

the

attributes

structure

parents

and siblings
aunts,

uncles,

were also mentioned.

he grew

where

had their families

had lived on the same
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nephews,

and

and
also

said that most

up were from one of two families

family

street

and they

replied

they were from.

in different

town as the woman's

and one lived in a region

couple,

One participant

which

of origin

a

One family

they were from

then be asked

included

of the married
nieces,

of some families.

was asked

one lived in the same

from the

with the wife at one

for all of the participants

town where

they would

participants

Family

couple

the extensiveness

of the people

the adult

family

cousins,

of the married

of town),

In a fourth

time with the second

due to the effects

in Guatemala

in three

(name

pool.

had on the economy.

couple

about

for some

family

to the movies

after death

However,

married

talked

crisis

on the weekends.

1.

grandparents

throughout

and going

C.

with

to fluctuate,

the week

they left Guatemala

structure

months

an economic

during

parties

income

Family

seemed

lived comfortably

to movies

going

Another

of going to the swimming

status

and then suffering

husband.

on weekends.

out to eat when they had money,

and the children

income

at a University

locations.

as the male's
family

origin

away from both families

"-----"
All of

Two of
family

of

(her husband
of origin

is

because

of their work,

frequently,
moved
from

especially

away.

on holidays

Participants

her family

to live closer

to gender

subordinate
younger
made
male

to older

siblings).
according

head

(male
siblings

a social

dominated)

divided

structure.

had the ultimate

to have decisions

input from his wife and other

to move

siblings

were

for actions

and family

agreed

say in how decisions
on more

family

and care

decisions

All participants

made

away

organized

structure

who were held responsible

to this hierarchical

worker,

power

families

they are married.

after

and age (younger

were

when

for a woman

family

a hierarchical

Responsibilities

but that he may choose

they said was typical

to her husband's

exhibited

of the household

incorporating

which

said that it is common

All of the families
according

home to one family of origin or the other

but returned

were
that

One young

the

made,

were

basis

of a consensus

members.

of

woman,

explained:

The machismo
is changing-it's
not as rooted in people now. With
young families, yes, they believe that the man is head of the
household,
but there have been some modifications
for the better
in this-there
is more sharing, women still respect that the man is
the head, and now men are giving a major participating
role to the
women...in
her continuing
in her studies, but there is always the
idea that the man is head of the household.
In doing my thesis, /
interviewed
indigenous
women and the majority of them responded
that the husband is the one who runs the household,
but they
grew up believing
this way and they don't see it as something
negative.
In financial
their spouses
couple

male

was given

discussion.

also.

usually

all (6) adult participants,

or not, expressed

through

discussion

decisions,

Although

earned

what

that most decisions

One family
decisions

were

and administered

she needed

said children
made

the money

to run the household.
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whether
were

made

were

together

included

by the couple
while

interviewed

One couple

as a

in the

together,

the woman

with

the

asked

said this is

for or

embedded

in culture

the groom

hands

and not waste

between
areas

a bag of coins

regarding

wanted

them

in which

during

the wedding

ceremony,

to the bride and she says she will spend

little manhood..

work were

to work.

about

if a woman

family"

a tradition

it well

it.

Decisions
the woman

through

largely

If she wanted

it. It was stated

worked,

left for the man to make

to work,

there

that culturally,"in

it was seen as something

as though

would

unless

be discussion

the past and in ruraj
bad, like the man had very

the man must not have the capacity

to provide

for his

(woman).
Participants

supplement

felt that it was much more common

a husband's

expressed

a different

her husband

income

by raising

point of view.

chickens,

The woman

for a woman
etc.

worked

to

However,
because

one couple

as she and

explained:

(husband):
we are both professionals
and it's not a problem
because
we had always planned that both of L/S would practice
what we had studied and I've always said that in our family we
want to support

the success

of the woman.....economically

we

see it as necessary
and not to work would be to waste all the time
she spent studying.
(wife): If Ididn't
work, / wouldn't feel realized
as a wife, as a professional,
and as a mother like / do now.
Decisions
responsibility
another
family

regarding

house

but one woman

work were

said she shared

said she and her husband
that if a woman

her responsibility,
the children
Three
discipline

worked

although

or planning

outside

recreational

as the women's

this with her children

together.

the home,

on weekends

out of four families

the children

decided

expressed

It was clarified

the housework

the husband

and

might

by one

would

share

still be

in caring

for

activities.

said the parents

and one woman
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together

decided

how to

said that it was her responsibility

alone.

Those

who decided

actual

disciplining,

was called

in because

serious

Two families

commented

the sons

in school

supporting

a family,

and if women

wasn't

family

was economically

school

they often would.
Family

four families
decided
Social

activities

money

"To

:"give

were

children

was given

be responsible

However,

to
for

family

in all cases

her money

One woman

by men
plans

in

out of the

in three

of

with friends

said that usually

she

he did them.
of the participants

regarding

members:
was to provide

to manage

the household

with her, help her to be realized'
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to advance

plan the activity.

felt free to make

are representative

their

that if a

in three

was decided

before

in

who said that her husband

and she would

first.

of individual

all agreed

by both parents

members

his activities

her, share

priority

both sons and daughters

the woman

The man: main role in the family
family through work.

was

for the children

have school-aged

in the other family

family

responses

and responsibilities

love her, respect

necessary.

was available

discussed

sibling

were going to work only in the home,

it with her husband

discussing

the parent's

in return.

education

didn't

were decided

for individual

The following
roles

activities

and in one family

and her husband

about

that generally

able to allow

and by the woman

how much

the families
without

social

house

as one day they would

seen as equally

for

the father

amongst

that the youngest

the parents'

and two of the families

Participants

responsibility

was needed,

was decided

that traditionally

advancing

education

punishment

parents

said that decisions

as a couple

took main

power.

that care of elderly

for this and inherited

Guatemala.

that the mother

he had more

and it was mentioned

responsible

made

agreed

but that when

All agreed
children

together

materially

affairs:'
(man),"to

for his

(man),"to
give

respect,

trust and confidence....

(woman).

"To his children:
"(to daughters):care
for them, clothe them, give them
love and affection,
give daughters
and their fiances(novios)
advice, (to sons)
teach them to become men, be a positive example for them...teach
them to work
hard..." (man)
"To hiB family gf grigin: to parents: "help them physically
and
morally?'(man)"care
for them" (man). To his siblings:"care
for the younger
siblings" (man & woman),"to
advise them, love them, give them moral supporf'
(man), "if they get along well, help each other out, if not each one does what he
can on his own" (woman).

"To his father & mother-in-law:"
can do for them.
necessary,

Ineed

to respect

let their daughter

The woman's

main

one family, realizing
her role as mother.

treat their daughter well is the best thing /
them..." (man),"support
them financially
if

visit them"

role is to manage
her potential

(woman),
the home

in her career

and care for the children.
was also a main

In

role, but after

"To her husband:
Responses
to this were somewhat
varied:"to
love him,
respect him, make him happy, serve him well, share with him, ...as / love him, he
will love me...struggle
to help him grow and improve" (2 women),"correct
them
when they
from work,
happening
one to live"
"To

behave badly, have meals ready for them when they come home
wash their c/ofties..."(woman),"help
him and prevent problems
from
in front of the children...respect
and trust him, live a life as God calls
(woman).
her children:

" take care of oneself

so they are born healthy,

them-sustain
them, care for them, prepare them and encourage
them
good students in school and prepare for a career, so that they have
opportunities
in life" (woman)

nurse
to be

" To her dBgqh%Br:"educate
them well, teach them their work, teach them
to respect themselves
and their bodies. ..teach them what is good...all
that a girl
learns about these things is through her mother' (woman)."train
them and
supervise
them so they don't get into bad friendships
and relationships"
(woman),"teach
them moral values and rules and all one needs to know to
meet

the challenges
To her sons:

respect
(man).

women

of life" (woman).
"the

same

and themselves,

as to my daughter"
treat them
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(woman),"teach

well, supervise

them how to

his dating

of a girl."

"To her family of origin: to parents:"love
them, take care of them, spend
time with them" (woman),"make
sure they lack for nothing, make sure that they
are well..." (woman). to siblings:"help
them morally, help them continue forward
financially if you are able" (woman) , "be understanding
and supportive"
(woman)"counsel
and look out for the younger siblings:' (woman).
"To her mother & father-in-law:
"make sure they live well, get along well
with them, win their affection, care for them" (woman),"give
them respect, but if
they don't respect their daughter-in-law,
it is up to her to sit down and talk with
them about this. It's very important that they respect her so that she can respect
them" (woman).
The main role of children
is to respect their elders, behave well, do well in
school, and learn their tasks in life. There was complete agreement in
responses given by adults and adolescents.

"To their 9arents:"give

them respect, don't talk back to them-they

don't

tell you things because they think it's fun-they have good reasons so one
should obey and do what they tell you to do, get good grades and behave well.
A daughter if she gets a boyfriend has to have him come to the house and ask
permission
from her parents to date her." (female, 14 yrs.),"help
their mom in
the house or their dad in his work' (male, 18 yrs.)
"To their siblinqs:"care
for the younger siblings, help them out, be a good
example to them" (female, 14 yrs.),"give
them advice, care for them" (male, 18
yrs.),"the
younger siblings have to obey the older ones" (man)
"To grandparents:
"respect them, help them, take care of them, and give
very loving towards them, never leave them alone in the
house, you have to love them a lot because they are like babies or small
children again" (female, 14 yrs.).

them a lot of love-be

"To a boyfriend/girlfriend/fiance:"respect
each other and be faithful, if you
don't agree on something you should sit down and talk about it and come to
some agreement...if you fight a lot then you shouldn't continue" (female, 14 yrs),
"...protect his dignity" (woman),"love
him/her a lot, correct him when his
behavior

or language

isn't good'

(male, 18 yrs),

"To uncles, aunts, god-parents, other family: "It depends on the
family...respect them and love them...in many families they depend on aunts
and uncles a lot, but for me they're not so basic, it's the same with my nieces
and nephews"

(woman).

"To
"give each other advice" (female, 14 yrs),"spend
together, have fun...l hadmore
cousins thatldid
things with thanldid
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time
friends"

(male 18 yrs.)
The relationship of god-parents to the family : "They should supervise
the religious life somewhat of the child, to be the second parents...make
sure
that the child has what he/she needs-basic
needs, studies, etc. They become
part of the family" (man)"they
have a role that is rather large... they would take
the place of the parents if one day the parents were no longer there" (man)."it
depends on the selection-it
depends how much care the parents take in
selecting them as to how much responsibility
they accept. Factors considered
are economics, model of the family-discipline,
nurturing, experience
as a
married couple,.... ". (woman).

2.
Family values
for parents

and elders,

place primarily
advancement

unity within the family,

of family,
towards

strong

Values

by participants

at home, obligation

and obedience
incredibly

expressed

Family

to support

personalismo
parents

and pervasive

that it is rooted in the teachings

include:

respect

socialization

of children

family, cooperation

and machismo.

and obedience
taking

for the

The value of respect

and elders came across

in the interviews

in all areas of one's life.

Participants

as

explained

of the church:

/ think that religion has a big influence in one's life. Parents have
moral values based in religion that are quite strong. For example
the respect of adults, parents, and grandparents.
Another

participant

said:

The religion gives many values to a person: the respect for adults,
the fear of God, it's very strong...the value of loving one another as
brothers-these
are the strongest roots of a family-belief
in the bond
between parents and children, and siblings, the obedience-the
younger always must obey the order and all of this comes from
religion.
The value of unity within family is pervasive

network, the cohesiveness

and evident

of family bonds, the geographic

in the support

closeness

of many

families, and in the way that one's identity seems to be closely tied in relation to
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his/her

relation

as the quality

the family.

to

Families saw this as one of their main strengths,

they most appreciated

in their family

and most missed

about

life in

Guatemala.
The importance
expressed

of socialization

by a 14 year-old

me that the first education
school".

and older

children

from a young

interviewed
life while

continue

siblings

This often

resulted

day life experiences
The value

in a following

important.

Even

University,

but for the family

the difficult

past their

which

gave them
Children

of

included

look to improve

that others

and

or positives

had that they
more

motivation

also seem

to

to see every

is discussed

mentioning

at one time or another

more

here as a value
will need

support

that is
or

give it freely

one is doing

of the family

something

was expressed

individualistic

one has the idea that they are not doing
and the family

realities

own pain to the lives

one another

but is worth

for the advancement
when

that

experiences.

section,

and so one should

Cooperation

in self pity.

and supporting

in the idea that everyone

assistance

at the

down

at

and correct

to look for the blessings

had to offer, needs

as learning

of helping

about

to always

looking

tell

of the families

of hope and optimism

for at least two participants

and not get bogged

happens

advise,

and a resource

situations

always

of the responsibilities

prepare,

children

was best

parents

and the second

the motivation

in individuals

that others

help with, which

extensively

a sense

at home

she said, "My

train,

in teaching

and in difficult

primarily

in the explanations

to face challenges,

forward,

succeed

based

at home

A strength

in them

place

when

have to teach,

age.

also instilling

of others-resources
could

happens

was their priority

the motivation

in life.

adolescent

It was also demonstrated

parents

taking

image.
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This seemed

such

as
as studying

it only for themselves,

to be added

pressure

or

motivation

to succeed

for some participants.

value but also alluded
siblings

for affection

Two families

to the fact that at times there is competition

"Personalismo"

sources
trust.

was communicated

personal

connections

of support-which

All four families

and Minnesota

as a value by some participants

connection

was communicated

power is always

dynamics-the

respected

way decisions

man is the provider
dependent

are often necessary

are usually only pursued

had personal

and be polite to
to access

external

when there is some

to family or friends

by participants

and manifested

level of

u.s.

in the

as a family value in that a
in family structure

are made, division

of responsibilities,

of the family and thus all family members

and
etc.

The

are ultimately

on the power and ability of the man so he must be respected.

in the families

where women

and influence

this value was ultimately

expressed

3.
Dynamics

in family

structure

and values

children,

a support

identity

respect

in

before coming.

Machismo
man's

amongst

on his own.

that one is taught from an early age that you shouid
and that

this as a

or that as adults if they don't get along well, then each one

does what he can to succeed

others

did express

network,

as an integral

and integration

rated as the most appreciated
rated highly

in all families

seemed

to be the culmination

love and affection,

interdependence,

with the community.

cooperation,

larger than oneself,

Cohesion,
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including

of family

of family

socialization
individual

of

sense of

communication,

love and affection

and missed qualities

interviewed

power

dynamics

in cohesion,

part of something

sense of personal

respected.

Family

relationships

resulting

a stronger

Even

life.

were again
They were

one family who did not identify

strongly

with the extended

support

from them

was expressed
extended

family

of origin

now that she has immigrated.

by one participant

family

and does not feel a strong

when

stating

"Convivencia"
what

sense

of

or cohesion

she missed

about

her

in Guatemala:

(/ miss) ever5rthing-the talking, the playing, happy times....going
out with them...singing
with them, when it's time to work, all of us
work together and when it's time to play, everyone plays...all
of
this is part of daily life....
The socialization
socialization

defines

relationships.

a large

Socialization

interdependence,
through

of the children

part of sibling
promotes

and cooperation.

being

is a large part of family

part of a family.

relationships

other

dynamics

Individuals

One participant

dynamics.

This

as well as parent-child
such

as support,

survive,

learn,

comments

that

and grow

Formal education
doesn't prepare you for life; this is taught in the
family-to
understand
and accept responsibilities
from very early
on in life (e.g. a sister caring for younger siblings)..
this forms the
cement of life-to think not only about myself, but about others also.
It was explained
communication.

D.

Support

that family

network

1.

Family

in

the potential

support

were

families

seemed

to consist

1) Internal

support:

including
sometimes

discussed

parents

by families.
of three
included

and children,

included

and

network

established

for an extensive

a lot of cooperation

Guatemala

support

The roles and the values
create

life involves

network

in

the

States

Guatemala

in the family
of support.

Generally,

United

and

support

reinforced
Material
networks

by culture
and moral
for these

levels:
support

the parents

god-parents.
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provided

by immediate

and siblings

of the

family

parents,

and

2) Intermediate
aunts,

cousins,

sometimes

3) external
have

participants

containing

or experience

of extended
and some

friends,

desired,

living

family

times

such as uncles,

close

community

and sometimes

The latter was a more common

friends.

members
agencies

source

known

to

or

of support

mentioned

by

in the city.

Most participants
external

composed

god-parents,

support:

resources

professionals.

support:

sources.

tended

to access

One participant

turn to your family

for support,

support

in order

from

internal

said it must be that way because

it's not a family.

Another

participant

to

if you don't
rationalized:

....but if one doesn't go to her family with the problem and
looks outside to others and it still goes bad, parents feel bad and
wonder why you didn't look within you own family and they won't
want to do much for you because you embarrassed
the family
image by making the mistake of not letting family work through it
with you,....Parents
won't feel responsible
for you, so for questions
of security, one should always go to their parents first and in this
way you'll maintain
the supportive
relationship
with them. The
experience
and wisdom the parents have for resolving
a problem
are very important
for whatever family decision.
It's all tied in with
respect....it's
important
to have consent or approval
for doing whatever.
However,
go to her family
friends

one participant
with some

was stronger

illustrates

be very supportive

things

for some

how in times

revealed

of great

that at times

so she would

participants
need,

it was painful

rely on friends.

than others.

the community

Another

for her to

The role of
participant

as an external

source

in the rural areas:

... For example
when someone dies the community
is right
there in the house with the family. Everyrone brings a little of
everything
that's needed-food,
dishes, corn, sugar, money,
etc..., it's a party..... many times they sit around telling about
funny times with the person who died....lt's
sad, but it helps the
family so they're not so sad, they relax a little.
The voluntary
collaboration
that happens is beautiful because
the loved ones
don't have to worry about hunger or anything because
the
community
organizes
instantly and cares for the family.....
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can

This same
the family

comments

that

but also into the community

stronger.
most

woman

One participant

important

and this makes

summarized

questions

what

in deciding

1 ) Is it a life or death
levels if necessary

the individual

others

isn't integrated
the person

commented

situation?
beginning

and the family
on.

who to go to for support

just into

He said the

were:

If it is, one would look for support
with immediate
family.

at all

2) How will it affect the image of my family?
This concern dictates that
one usually looks for support first within the family or a trusted friend
and may deter one from going to external
without whatever
it is they were seeking.
3) Is what I am seeking necessary?
stay within the immediate
family
support to you is then voluntary,

resources

if one can live

If it's not a necessity,
the search may
or with close friends whose offering of
not obligatory.
Many times the

material resources
are not available and so one learns to endure and
do without, in which case family and friends may offer moral support.
When

there

try to resolve
experience.
someone
support
was

was conflict

it with the persons
Some

outside

participants
the family

or a person

The role of religious

family

to be supportive
through

decisions,

values,

did share

would

or go to a family
family

influence

optimism
alluded

ways

a sense

conflict

a trusted

who could

faith and wisdom

providing

and instilling

most participants

but it was usually

in intangible

Most of the participants
for them

a family,

involved

with experience

rare that a professional

seemed

within

member

gained

friend

who could
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offer

I was told that it

from

past experience

of right and wrong
prayer

integrated
when

into the

making

and teachings.

to their faith in God and the strength

in their struggle.

with

decisions.

such as being

and hope through

with

experiences

offer advice.

family

said they would

he provides

2.

Support

In Guatemala
majority

most support

of support

sources,

immediate

with a problem
participating

families

sponsor

upon

families,

friends,

employment,

to the United

and sponsors

and provided

adjusting

to new surroundings.

extended

family

for support
internal

the external

support

times

supports

these

immediate

continues
families
times,

appropriate

medical

importantly

opportunities
needs

three

Spanish-speaking
within
such

Hispanic

their means,
as housing,

moral

support,

of the families
In times

do without,
clothing,

source

churches

for bicultural

staff.

for support.

and food

payment

in three
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need,

community.

to agencies

families

of belonging

on

and faith
of the

support

at

and some
activities.

Side Health

have

At

with culturally

material

arrangements

to

completely

for at least three

all families

left

then turned

almost

and social

go the the West

or make

was then

the Latino

that provide
a sense

in

on a spouse's

The role of religion

socialization,

of financial

and

support

to rely solely

of support

or a

supportive

housing

now relies

have also turned

all
friends,

and moral

within

on

or dealing

These

The individual

and the family

to be or has been a strong

but more

from families,

support.

services

reliance

and the participant

and agencies

families

intermediate,

However,

having

out badly

fell through

who have found

continuity,

turned

internal,

support.

with obtaining

In one case,

or intermediate

Other

and linguistically

them

from family

material

and Minnesota.

The

to come

increased

with companionship

of churches

family.

States

friends.

something

and support

helped

them

their

or external

had connections

arrival

with no support

without

intermediate

or close

amongst

discussed

and enduring-doing

States

still seems

more divided

Many families

without

United

came from family

it has become

sources.
family

in the

for three out of four families

but overall

and external

Network

For

Clinic

that has

said they
Basic

depended

live
needs

upon

family,

two upon friends,

Two families
families

have

responded

members.

make

have received

and church

friends.

of

of the families

it easy.

Motivating

economic

status

life, and safety.

They

or public

or community

For advice

(schools,

families

have remained

churches,

friends,

services

in

have

electric
relied

upon

contact

in continuous

the

felt they left Guatemala

One family

Guatemala.

with family

agencies.

represented when

were

from families,

voluntariness

of the family,

after receiving

service

by mail and phone.

reasons

involuntarily

assistance

employment.

perceived

Three

of support

conflicts

Participants

in Guatemala

Degree

All levels

with language

and securing

with families

E.

lawyers.

for difficulties

company,etc.),
family

utilized

and one on social

to how they resolve

Families

and agencies

one on church,

for migrating

hopes

to make

migration

voluntarily,

included
changes

but that did not

hopes

to improve

in personal

in the study felt they were forced
death threats

experience

the

and family

to leave

as a result of the type of work

done

in

explain:

We were looking for an opportunity
to come to the United States or
any other country because we.....were
singled out, ....and threatened
with death, her family as much as the life of our family, so....our
reasons for leaving were basically survival.
They

described

good-bye

the difficulty

to loved

in leaving

ones or explain

their life there

their reasons

We were able to say good-bye

without

for leaving

to our parents,

being

able to say

so suddenly.

but we couldn't

tell

them the real reasons for leaving the country....Some
family
members
know why we left, others not at all. And some of them
only knew that we were leaving suddenly and some didn't know
until after we had arrived here and that is how we lefl.
The high degree

of involuntariness
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in their migration

appears

to be

affecting

their ability

hard for them
become

to life here. This family

to tear away from family

invested

condition,

to adjust

and their community,

in life here, as though

when

expressed

that would

mean

how it has been

how it's hard to
it is a permanent

they said,

We could adjust to the culture here and continue in our work, but
for L/S, it is important
to stay conscious
of the problems
and
struggles
of the people in Guatemala
and our work there.
There
are many people counting on us there. / don't know if one day we'll be
able to return,.....
The migration
families

and loved ones.

due to the expense
unresolved
together

children

born

in Minnesota.

The length
months

to

woman

in the biracial
American,

neighborhood,
however,

reported

anxiousness

host

culture

and

family

has a high degree

living with him and his family
and attending

also have close

church

contacts
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the new

All reported

iSsues

and

with nothing

more

some

than

feelings

as well as excitement.

co-nationals

u.s.

in the

ranges

from

nine

for the other two families.
and the host culture.
of exposure

being

in a predominantly

with his family.
with other

for years

are now dealing

are facing

to the host culture

to both co-nationals

from

family

some

leaving

and

eight years

for all

born in Guatemala

shame,

to roughly

have exposure

the borders,

children

States

separations

from immediate

on their back

or time of exposure

for two families

All families

the

painful

and others

that includes

and the clothes

F. Exposure

included

in crossing

All families

fear, concern,

life in the United

were separated

of the separations,

as a family

the bare necessities
of sadness,

Some

All cases

and difficulty

issues

of living

North

has affected

in one way or another.

family

with

experience

The
married

to a

white

She and her family

Guatemalans,

even

some

from

her

home

town through

works

with both Latinos

other

Guatemalan

considerable

some

host culture

A third family

here in Minnesota

having

through

but has minimal
live amongst

and social

family

arrived

attend

The

transfer

The main areas
systems,

roles,
constant

the community
greater

reliance

a single

parent

the family

and/or

of change

and traditions.
except

but has

in personal

of diverse

eight

The family

as well as the media

adaptation

years

is exposed

with
to the

and the community,
relationships.

church,

United

States.

in family

attributes

Structurally,

They

and associate

and is taking
the week
family

and external

(the children
income.

in roles for one of them

One of the most mentioned
the community,

especially

that were

special

regarding
reunion

changes
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and

is now
regarding

on the weekends)

here which

and public
signifies

a change

also).

celebration

for family,

family

made

is in the relationship

traditional

in

to have

One of the women

in Guatemala

life

This has led to a

child support

are working

times

system.

visit their father

(the other worked

seem

for the decisions

She receives

Two of the other women

attributes

support

to

of the support

loss of the extended

support.

full responsibility

attributes

are those

the family

parts of the family's

on immediate

during

of family

for roles and for some

as integral

for earning

assistance.

holidays

the last year.

and do have

neighbors

a Spanish-speaking

the

except

system,

lives and

with Latinos.

G.

stayed

is a fairly closed

has been here approximately
within

family

in a St. Paul suburb

to the host culture

Latinos,

Another

and lives amongst

work and school

exposure

other

activities.

and North Americans

The fourth

members

mostly

church

friends.

time

backgrounds.

other

of the family

times.

that also served

to

Traditional
to integrate

families

within

birthdays,

the community

Christmas,

told of these
Guatemala

Holy Week,

incredible

to celebrate

value

them

four families'

more

privately

without

States

major

to the community

mentioned

as a special

times for families

here in the United

as something

in the way

days are celebrated.

celebrations

traditional

relationships

was frequently

for most participants

and saints'

community

and how those

not hold the same

has changed

organized

they missed

time for family

in

to unite in festivities

because

seemed

All families

families
events.

do

here seem

Three

out of

to have weakened.

This

most about

family

life in

Guatemala.
Family
machismo

adapting

Guatemala.
help

values

Family

to allow

directly

are changing

to have changed

in response

related

to the acculturation

process.

as the gradual

in dynamics

Manifestations

are also sensed

to a perceived
that his younger
citizen

States

imbalance
siblings

and he will not.

not only because

is evident

reuniting

changes

becoming

evangelical

sons

of

by child,

Manifestations

of

son.

over the birth of two new siblings

One of the adolescents

will have all the privileges
are adjusting

factors,

of one adolescent

of opportunity.

of the others)
feels

and opportunities

leading
it is unfair
of a

to living as a new and different

and reunification

on the part of the parents
here in the
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is able to

child

of separation.

in the absence

Christians

in

The dynamics

(that happened

They

worked

to many

of their family,

in the rebellion

in tensions

of the separation

of lifestyle

to work who hadn't

of

cooking.

in this last year after eight years

in the United

with the concept

seemed

the adjustment

here

constant,

one woman

and occasional

dynamics

place

to have remained

also notes that one of their adolescent

clothes

but most appear

has taken

enough

This family

in washing

one family

appear

of family,

family

but also because

and the adolescent

u.s.

u.s.

The adolescent

children
children

after
are

also struggling
their

to reconcile

parents

departure

Minnesota.

These

biculturation

process

of Latino

immigrants

the biculturation

process

in the

and in Guatemala
influences

treats

The fourth

and change
life in the

in

in the

related

new dynamics
reversed

have also noted

differently

here

to the

as a biracial

as their

roles

as he is now the

that the societies
family

in

which

here

also

their dynamics.

The dynamics
divorce.

them

by

process.

u.s. are somewhat
They

reunification

are not uncommon

is encountering

and she is the immigrant.

their "abandonment"

and are directly

the migration

who is biracial,

about

and the family's

and adjustments

surrounding

The family

feelings

from Guatemala

changes

events/conditions

native

conflicting

of a third family
family's

in their work.

are changing

dynamics
They

seem

explain

u.s. has been a strength

as they are in the process

most changed

how the transfer

of

by the scheduling

of family

attributes

to

in their family:

Ithink one of the things that has helped us adjust to living here
now is our style of living, the way that we relate to each other.
This has helped
a lot with the family we live with and in the
work place also...

H.

Challenges

The biggest
had recently

arrived

with the geographical
have

sought

support

and agencies.
somewhat

to find.

encountered

challenge

facing

many

is that of establishing
distance

easy to establish

the

of these

acculturation
families

a new support

from their support

in co-nationals,

All participants

in

North Americans,

talked

about

support

support

Three out of four families feel they have been fortunate
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they

and dealing

in Guatemala.

neighbors,

how material

here, but that true moral

now or when
network

network

process

Some

churches,
was

has been

difficult

in meeting

or

knowing
family

people

that have become

feel they had more

explains

sources

support

of support

in Guatemala.

how hard it is to deal with a family

here,

and all but one

However,

one woman

crisis and not have any support:

rve suffered with my children...but
it's beautiful
we are surpassing
all of this. / didn't have anyone here and it was hard to face such a
situation
not knowing anyone here and not knowing
the language
and when you have put your hope in someone and they break
hope or trust it's more difficult yet-you
fall further....
Some
status

have

encountered

and face the fear that immigration

are facing

challenges

and dealing

it is a challenge

fulfilled

and committed

in their

unskilled

that of being
influence

There

of language

what

know

now.

for those

roots here.

in Guatemala

and deport

them.

They

their family

who left Guatemala
Two participants

are struggling

Another

that families

concern

who felt

to find meaning

of three

actions

have faced

In their new environment

and cultural

experiences

due to illegal

and roles within

over their children's

challenges

differences.

are more difficult

half of the participants
they

Again

place

mothers

and over the

Some

than any of them

regarding

to face

they are facing

All participants

said they wouldn't
comments

and continue

have

said that the
ever expected

come

"culture

if they

shock"

knew
include:

The life here was very different and the work also. It was so weird
here, one doesn't have as much freedom here as one does there,
and little by little / got used to it and started liking it more and more,
butl wasn't
(woman)

is

actions.

of acculturation.

shock'

and roughly

children's

are other

in the process

"culture

dynamics

labor work here.

able to have control

in the work

will find them

to put down

to their work

manual

of other

challenges

in the changing

with grief and loss issues.

involuntarily,

then

discrimination

that

fine because

my family
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and children

weren't

here....

The change from Guatemala
to here was rough,....
it wasn't for
pleasure,
it was for necessity.
... We weren't ready to envision life
this way, we couldn't have prepared
ourselves
or imagined
how
the real life would be here.
We heard things but they were pure
fantasy when we saw what life was really Like here. People told
L/S things that weren't the truth for some reason, andl
wouldn't
advise anyone to come here. Our culture is very different and
because
we weren't prepared
to enter into this life of social
civilization,
we don't have the"tools"
to be able to adjust to the
point that we would be better off here than we were there
emotionally.
/ think Latin Americans
should come here first to
visit and see if they want to try life here in the United States to know
what it will be like. (man).

I.
The following
skills

Family

quotes

and attributes

and in the United

the challenges
setting

that

are responses
have helped

serve

as

of participants

them

coping

skills

that eloquently

to cope with challenges

share

what

in Guatemala

States.

One participant
hard worker

attributes

explained

how the cultural

involved

in the community

and being

of moving

from a pluralistic,

urban

and familial

values

helped

his family

setting

into a rural

of being
cope

a

with

indigenous

in Guatemala:
...to be in a job where we feel good and where we feel fulfilled,....
this motivated us to make the change and accept the responsibility
to do what they sent us here to do. Upon realizing the problems
and becoming
involved in organizations,
social
and cultural
activities,
we began to feel a part of this place which helped
a lot in being successful
in our work. (man)

Family unity and cohesion

(convivencia)

was credited

L/S

as a way of coping

for a family moving from rural to urban Guatemala:
It helped my mom when we joked around, and made things fun
and funny at home, sometimes we'd take her out, and she liked
this a lot. (woman)

The family support system, the ability to endure
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under

hard

circumstances,
attributes

and the concept/role

that helped

in coping

with challenges

We dealt with it (challenge),
moved.
(man)
We endured
It helped

for2-3

me to share

The teaching
taught

to children

years,

of friendships

struggling

my problems

a young

support,

with this...........
with my friends......

roles,

as

and changes:

gave each other

of responsibilities,
from

were also mentioned

realities

age was emphasized

and

eventually we

(woman)
(woman)

of life, and coping

skills

as invaluable:

Formal education
doesn't prepare you for life. This is taught in
the family: to understand
and accept responsibilities
from a very
young age in life-it forms the cement for life-to think not only in
myself, but in others also.....this
gave me a wider perspectivewhen having problems
to think past my immediate
situation past
myself to others.
There are others counting on me. My success is
success for my family.
The unity and individual
responsibility
affect
much of the family........
(man)
....One learns early on how hard the men work for little money
and the women work hard to run the household
and as one is
motivated
to use their education
to succeed, earn more, and
have a realistic view of what life and one's roles in it include.
Little by little one takes on more responsibilities
and this helps
later in life to face the difficulties that one has to face as an
individual.
One is always conscious
of the support they possess
in their family, but one also has been trained so that if one needs
to go far away from family to find a way to survive, one knows they
have the strength.
So your experiences
from childhood
and
adolescence
are very important
in facing challenges
and struggles
in the adult life. (man)
... This relates

have

to how we confront

the difficulties

of life: the desire

to have something
better and to have the preparation
in your family beginning
at an early age...(man)

growing

When

hope

sustained

coping

with challenges

many

participants

doesn't
through
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seem
difficult

possible,
times:

up

and faith

we didn't (cope)...ln
the U.S. whenlseparated
from myhusband,
we didn't have any fumiture...passing
through a crisis is quite a
shaming
thing because the culture is quite critical when they see
you in a situation like this and everybody
comes close up not to help
you, but to criticize you.....the
only hope that pulled me through this
was thatlhad
my own house.
The family can't help you in this
situation because they don't have money (in Guatemala
and
Mexico). Morally they help you some but not enough. (woman)

...the belief
ever place.

that every human

being

has the ability

to adapt

to what

(hope) motivates
one to be able to accept the changes,
rise up a
little bit better every day. Our people motivated
us because
we
had the hope of bettering their economic
situation a little, and the
second thing that also helps you is the realization
that in all the
work assignments,
the challenge
is to tear down obstacles.
(yy@man)

../ suppose

it is that God gives

strength

to you to surpass

this, understanding,
and what you see happening
of others you realize that you don't want the same
you so you learn from other people's
experiences.
The ability to accept the inevitability
instrumental
in "moving forward" for some

of challenges
participants:

all of

in the lives
to happen to

was mentioned

as

..at first there was a lot of contradictions
within myself, nowlsee
these challenges
as things that must be dealt with and / deal with
them calmly.
(woman)
..morally
and know
Skills
experiences

they've
people

gained

(challenges)

from other cultures

and lessons

appeared

serve

learned

to be helpful

that were not consciously
potentially

helped

as coping

mentioned
skills

L/S

a lot to learn

how to live

and ways of living.

from

previous

acculturation

in two out of four families.
but

demonstrated

(woman)

Other

by families

include:

-Family Structure: Clearly defined roles, responsibilities,
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and

attributes
that could

expectations

could

chaos

created

knows

what's

-Family

-FBmily

by migration,
expected

Values:

a desire

Cohesion,

to succeed

dynBmig;:

relationships-three
obligation,
diminished,

be helpful

when order
providing

cooperation,

families

seem

of family

but that sometimes
of contact

to have

a strong

geographical

where

one

work

incredibly

ethic

and

durable
of support,

as referents
distance

support

families.

felt that the sense

members

of

that they can receive

devotion,

and support.
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in the midst

of security

in the participating

out of four families

and usefulness

type and frequency

a haven

of them and knows

were evident

These

is needed

often

had not
limited

the

V.

Discussion

A.
The findings
pronounced

power

of family

members

material

support.

Family

unity and respect

served

family

as resources

process

siblings)

strongly

and elders.

a strong

and pervasively
Dynamics

to the socialization

or skills to aid them

of biculturation

a

(male

dominated)

that

and responsibilities

system

of moral

emphasize

identified

and cohesive

of these
qualities,

of children.

by participants

in meeting

and

family

and relationships

commitment

that were

include

who are held

Roles

by their durable

attributes

The most

in the way

are made.

providing

gender
siblings

characterized

and a strong

Cultural

defined

values

for parents

are generally

affection,

and decisions

to

to older

and care of younger

questions.

in this study

according

are subordinate

are clearly

findings

the research

observed

organized

are divided

implications

of the

attributes

siblings

for actions

responsibilities

families

family
structure

and age (younger
responsible

Discussion

of this study address

cultural

,hierarchical

and

as having

the challenges

faced

in the

include:

" love and affection
" unity,
' parental
children

cohesion

(convivencia)

commitment

" ability

to endure

" strong

system

" respect

to serve

of moral

and material

and communication

" teaching of responsibilities,
to children

from a young

as the primary

between
roles,
age

life-educators

support
family

realities

members
of life, and coping

' faith, hope and ability to see the positive aspects of difficult
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of their

skills

situations

integrity
Some

of the

participants

biggest

challenges

in the acculturation

process

identified

by

included:

" language/communication
shock

of cultural

barriers

outside

of the family

differences

" changes in family dynamics and structure
- the migration
experience
- changes and losses in components
- loss of the family's
- loss of the societal
family attributes
-new
environmental
" grief,

resulting

from factors

of the support

of:

system

integration
with their community
and communal
support
for cultural
influences

loss, and separation

issues

lack of support for some of the participants
from their co-nationals
or from the Latino community
due to conflict and its smallness
in size
These
addition

firidings

to these

their

faith,

them

in dealing

earlier

their ability

B.

findings,

families

to endure,

and

Potential

of the

of Guatemalan

from the unique

context

participating

to guide

of Central

the Guatemalan

immigrant

study.

The majority

of acculturation

family's
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for

identified

on life as aiding

Social
in the

competent

Work

u.s.

continues

social

experiences

work

of

This is precisely

experience

as the focus
research

whyl

of my thesis

focuses

to

practice

families

America.

and biculturation

In

process.

families

and biculturation

chose

outlook

study

immigrant

in literature.

in this study

of the biculturation

implications

on the immigration

findings

their hopeful

so does the need for research

that is focused
coming

and do not contradict

with the challenges

As the number
increase,

support

on

Mexicans,
many

Cubans,

decades

States.

and Puerto

and

make

Guatemalan

Ricans

up the

immigrants

Latino

recent

the last four decades.

not generate
other

the attention

Latin American

Guatemalan

experience

to contribute

of the biculturation

A majority
for Latino

of the studies

immigrants

to contribute

to focus
Much

this study

and negative

effects

what strengths,
instrumental
findings

study

families,

explored

commoz

attributes

culture;

Guatemalan
adjustment

some

dealing

called

This study

of whom
which

the people

by focusing

minority

knowledge

and the strengths

regarding

sector

of these

on the

population

in the

of the biculturation
they possess

to meet

base of social

process

Thus,

in order

workers,

I have

experience
upon the difficulties,

system

It gives

may possess

with the process
to those

little guidance
that could

of us who are service

may have as immigrants

strengths,

as a result

be

providers

to

this end, the
of a sharing

challenges,

in the constant

as to

The

To accomplish

may possess

to other

stresses,

of biculturation.

are Guatemalan.

families

the biculturation

experience.

and adjustment.

and calls attention

families

This study,

focuses

the family

of this study will be useful

immigrant

as do

on the individual

literature

of immigration

in successfully

small

Therefore

research

to the knowledge

or resources,

a relatively

Guatemalans do

and literature

on the family

of the available

in the United

experience.

has focused

new information

population

1992).

the Latin American

immigrants

for

is relatively

to the professional

of Guatemalan

the challenges

chosen

within

compose

u.s.

to the

and their migration

(Barry,

in acculturation

migrating

of the Latino

population

countries./territories.

population

u.s., attempts

majority

in contrast,

of the overall
within

immigrant

who have been

and needs

process

of

"biculturation"
has been successful

eg

in exploring

the cultural

family

attributes

a

of its participants
during

that are utilized

the process

socialization,

of biculturation.

and the factors

exploration

in dealing

of issues

The theories

involved

particular

with the challenges

in these

to Guatemalan

presented

on acculturation,

processes

seem

immigrant

families

bicultural
to aid the
in the United

States.
Much
evident

review

issues.

work

broadened

Conducting

study.
and

this study

families.

of migration

has added

depth

has also been

However,

doing

the

and biculturation

to my understanding

of

to the reality of my clients.

this study

has also been successful

I hope that others

feel encouraged

through

immigrant

my knowledge

the interviews

that are so central
Executing

further

that surfaced

to me in my work with Latino

literature

issues

of the information

who read this study

and motivated
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in giving

me ideas

may find it helpful

to do research

in this topic

for

in their
area.

Vl.

Limitations

and
A.

The findings
outside

this study.
gather
here

to culture

sample

the possibility
size

Guatemalan
selected

from those

limited

may be the largest

be suitable

the method

of sampling

non-church

13 individuals)

and using

identified

going

according

to probability

as important

attributes,

strengths,

The limitations

regarding

internal

validity

in this study

responses

disclosed

questions

by the researcher

The small
utilizing

to other
Variables

were

and thus may have

family

of the interviewer's

selection

theory.

in the literature

people

sample

the findings

of

for this study

families.

a purposeful

to generalize

limitation

where

that would

of interviewing

families

institution

of cultural

families'

and challenges.
are the accuracy

by participants

as well as the weight

of

and of the

of information

not

in interviews.

Internal

validity

was not pretested
or the wording
understand

have

However,

to be generalized

the exploration

interpretations

majority

in their ability

Validity

and language

study

limitations

are limited

also limits the ability
immigrant

of the

to be the most neutral

area.

(4 families,

key informants

study's

External

seemed

in the Metropolitan

excluded

the

sample.

Churches

according

The

of this study

of the study's

strengths

by the fact that

and was used with a small

in a couple

of the questions

for the families-particularly

or minority

prevented

information

is affected

group

this. There

on the variables

number

seemed

the question

in Guatemala.

Pretesting

is no way of knowing
studied.

the data collection

A larger

of families.
unclear
about

The concepts

and difficult
feeling

the interview

its accuracy

sample

instrument

to

part of a
guide

might

in collecting

may have

been

helpful

this respect.
Internal

validity

is also influenced
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by linguistic

and cultural

barriers

in

in

data collection
speaker.

f am, however,

Spanish,
clients

and analyzing.

I have

worked

and have spent

consent

form,

Spanish

by native

perceived

nuances

and interview

to take

their

potentially

other

likely barrier

issues

strongly

information

of these

revealing

of the participants

factors,

the context
so there
reflect

the level of safety

delicate

put themselves

information.

blind spots"
of our biases

in the United

others

given

of a relationship

the interviews

in which

trust and

how much

and feelings

for.

Trust

and

and

by the use of a tape

at considerable

recorder.

risk by participating

the level of trust

of
and

or trust they felt in the interview
was looking

to

audio-taped,

during

life experience

States

such as a desire

is no way of knowing

actual

Developing
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left Guatemala

the interviews

may also have been affected

families

It is also

in the interview

are living

among

and having

of what I as the researcher

provided

and

of the finer

as a result

information

the type of information

outside

to

I

everything,

we have"

and cultures

and others

the family

to the interviews

perceptions

that some

English

although

lost in translation.

accurate

Some

established

they reflect

were

from

letter,

our own.

These

limited

took place

the responses
how much

within

may have

were

people

to getting

of trust.

The recruitment

Therefore,

that, as humans,

lives were threatened

The interviews
rapport

it is possible

in

Spanish-speaking

that they understood

and responses

legal documentation

keep family

Some

everything,

Spanishdegree

were all translated

professionals.

into consideration

is the element

because

questions

that are uniquely

Another

without

guide

to understand

I have a bachelors

time in Latin America.

Spanish-speaking

and experiences

their

meaningful

nor am I a native

with monolingual

was said to the contrary,

trying

process

in Spanish,

for four years

of the questions

necessary
when

fluent

that I understood

that nothing

am not Latina

necessary

and

to get

in the study was achieved through the use of church

families

to participate

leaders

as key informants

going through
relationship

who had trust relationships with these families.

these leaders

between

trust by explaining

the study's

acculturation
something

issues,

purpose,

how the information
I assured

that I was familiar

them that identifying

interview.

with many of the immigrant and

about life in the United States that came towards

more focused

study on the individual

this study was that it obtained

to reach. This was possible

to assist the researcher
in Spanish

in locating families

and her familiarity

metropolitan

area.

participation

of four families

completing

because

The study's

the interviews

of the religious

leaders'

in securing

have been so limiting.
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willingness

for the study, the researcher's

with the Latino community

delicate

of

that is somewhat

and more could have been secured

to five hours of their time, sharing

skills and

One of the strengths

of a population

design was effective

wouldn't

be valuable.

the researcher's

more attention.

the participation

would

very clear

Study

I feel this study was a good match between
and a topic area that deserves

It became

variables

of the

the end of the

had to say about each of the

that it was too much to take in, in one interview.

B. Strengths

fluency

and know

This may have affected

was too long.

I found that there was so much families

that further

difficult

information

of the reality there.

the responses

interests

be used, and

would

and that I have spent time in Guatemala

Finally, the length of the interview

variables

I tried to increase

and myself, the researcher

the reason for using a tape recorder.
would be kept confidential,

into the

I believe that some trust was transferred

the families

By

information

in the
the
if time for

Families

gave three

with no inducements

for

participating.

The use of key informants

developing

the trust and willingness

The fact that conversations
actual

interview

relevant

ended

from

and explore
interview

being

the issues

guide

and encouraged
relevant

their experiences,

them

information

pertaining

I have gained

family

attributes

facing

the challenges

coworkers

that are definite

Another
reciprocal.

strength

to provide

families

resources

and services

resources

This information

available.

of the families

in offering

and activities

producing

and strengths

as the

perspective

and understanding

of the cultural

that can be utilized
will soon

be shared

information.

questions

families

Relationships

have time, abilities,

in
with
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was
I was able

community

appropriate
and shared

had regarding
and connections

for the
with others.

life here
have

in
been

and skills that they are

and we are searching

from their offerings.

In turn,

about

and linguistically

can now be utilized

to the community

that will benefit

of information

with information

that are culturally

Minnesota

interested

from a strength's

valuable

churches

some

Some

needs

explored.

is that the sharing

I gained

I was also able to answer

made.

to meet the families'

This information

of this study

and some

and resources

of the

others.

As the researcher,

community.

knowledge

or

gained,

of this study from my perspective

of acculturation.

and hopefully

and

order

they felt was relevant

is that the topic area was explored

As the researcher,

Latino

information

assets

after the

to enjoy

they've

The general

to the nine variables

One the most important
researcher,

the wisdom

style seemed

to contribute

often continued

also seemed

in the interviews.

and the interviewing

in

that the topic was interesting

Most participants

addressed

effective

to participate.

from the interviews

involved.

able share

to have been

of families

leads me to believe

to the families

benefit

appears

for organizations

Vll.

Conclusion
A.

developing
doing

meetings
families
would

interview

by allowing
I would

and to transcribe

data.

Some

appendix

of this paper

guide

were

to best meet the needs

wording

of the questions

to improve
Further

would

Latin American

living

socioeconomic
relationship
create

class.
between

interesting

studies

using

included

it for

in the

the interview

The concept

and Spanish

group

I

identity

in

status

could

be

attributes

cultural

interview

identity,

could

in general

region

be valuable.

with families

the variables

be a study

in this project

guide

would

from

of the length

of origin

of

or

in and of itself.

was not determined

The actual

and would

also.

of the participants,

give to Guatemalan

guide

of socioeconomic

and to control

2.
Some

before

throughout

majority/minority

family

Each variable
variables

families

made

more

from the interviews.

to the interview

to use the same

States,

time to interview

the information

exploration

countries

in the United

before

of this study.

on cultural

also be interesting

different
time

and further

time for the

time for at least one or two

with Guatemalan

regarding

ample

with the participants

of the situation.

the findings

study

provide

additional

spontaneously

process

pursued

I would

allow

modifications

is needed

study

enough

and analyze

the interview

collecting

Guatemala

further

of trust and rapport

with the family.

pretest

For

were to be replicated,

of relationships

the actual

Recommendations

Recommendations

1.
If this study

and

immigrant

For

Practice

when asked
families
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if there

was any advice

or to professionals

working

they would

with them,

It

made the following

suggestions

to families:

Visit first to see what life is like here
" Learn English

before coming

Find a way to come legally to avoid discrimination

in the work place

Come to learn and experience,

because

not to earn money

it's difficult

Be prepared to be challenged and make sure your family is strong and
supportive because you are going to need something nice to come
home to at the end of the day.
To professionals

with Guatemalan immigrant families they advised:

working

Give yourself to the family-offer
your love and affection
you will win their trust and affection
Have patience and understanding
are experiencing

for who the family

genuinely

and

is and what they

Remain open to diversity in ways of doing things and living life-don't
criticize the family and tell them they are doing something wrong,
realize that there are just many different ways of doing things and that
their way is just different.
If you think ways of doing things might be
more helpful to the family, try to teach them.
I believe

they have given good advice.

doing the literature
learned

search

and from implementing

in my work with Latino immigrant

however,

has added depth and validity

experienced

in practice.

of a practitioner,
addressing
creativity

One suggestion

is that as our practice

the issues presented
and openness,

exploring

at all levels of practice:

I have also

Completing

this research,

families.

to what I have observed

and

that I would make from the perspective
with these families

and focusing

be holistic-

on the strengths

Needs and challenges

at the micro-level
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from

the research,

to us by the family and the situation

as much as their needs and challenges.
addressed

Much of what I learned

with

of the family
can be

(e.g. addressing

the

changes

in family structure

help), the mezzo-level

and relationships-if

(e.g. working

network),

and the macro-level

advocate

for culturally

In holistic
dynamics

(e.g. advocating

personalismo,

especially
families

less confined

to boundaries

client-practitioner

may perceive

a practitioner's

or kiss on the cheek in greeting,

appointment

with the practitioner

emergency

charge

instead

the practitioner

services

of following
to significant

food, etc. to the practitioner.
client-practitioner
our methods
relating

and "rules"

without

while remaining
in establishing

preferring
or person

intake procedure,

or presenting

in
inviting

small gifts of prepared
our

to look for flexibility

the family's
The willingness

of ethical

as

to

may need to examine

of relating,

practice.

ways such

to set up the next

the practitioner

in order to accommodate
ethical

and

practice

preferred

in

way of

to be flexible

could be instrumental

trust and rapport with families.
of "personalismo"

for families.

to families

understanding

and methods

rapport

and the typical

in simple

preferring

We, as practitioners,

within the boundaries

part of the community

suggest

professionalism

established

family events,

compromising

The dynamics

accessible

an agency's

boundaries

trust and

instead of the receptionist,

by approaching

of

role more holistically

This may be manifested

a handshake

request

and work with the

has established

of North-American

relationship.

the family to

that within the dynamics

once a practitioner

with families,

a support

services).

to acknowledge

Understanding

type of

this

for and empowering

appropriate

it is important

of "personalismo"

requests

with the family to reestablish

and linguistically

practice

the family

also suggest

he or she is serving
A practitioner's

that the practitioner

(comprehension),

may be more approachable

investment

in the community

possesses

qualities

and familiarity
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that a practitioner

who is
and

may

of commitment,

to the families

situation.

trust,

Practitioners
process
dual

who become

and define

relationships

central

a part of the community

their roles as community
and confidentiality

suggestion

trust with families
(chatting)

for practitioners

practiced

the meeting

comfortable,

can be brought

or "eased"

It is also helpful
accustomed
resources,
families'

in English

open,

then

become

abilities

as

more

can put everyone

through

of resources;

"interpreters"
advocating

facilitating

mentioned
for culturally

dimension

of facilitating

the development

commented

in de Anda's

the establishing

such as those

Practitioners
in which

should
the family

of Christmas,

the

in this way.

is not put in danger
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This could

support

that affirms
evident

model,

and

Another
is to encourage

their traditions

and

in the study

as all of the

as a result

of the loss of

for family
Saints'

and careful
of being

with a

and

socialization
services.

include

network

"models"

networks

Holy Week,

also be very sensitive

are culturally

if we work to facilitate

of support

as occasions

if they

and

on the void they have experienced
that served

issues

support

appropriate

clearly

Families

conversation.

and informal

bicultural

celebrations

of and

at ease.

families

to "translators"

and linguistically

and

"Platica"

the difficult

and material

(1984)

This need became

celebrations

celebrations

access

of riew community

relationships.

community

of their moral

talk.

more

like natural

family

to meet their needs

rapport

at the beginning

that most of these

their needs

up or expanding

or small

or Spanish

into what feels more

to continue

to develop

and able to discuss

to remember

to meeting

in working

thus we may be most useful to families

the building

services

internally

and as practitioners,

information

of "platica"

with the family

may feel more

families

of client

is utilize the technique

whether

throughout

family

members

must

issues.
Another

variety

they serve

reunions
days,

and
etc.

to provide

reported

to the

"safe"

Immigration
working

and Naturalization

with families

sensitive

Service

on family

and knowledgeable

culture,

language,

issues

and cross-cultural

useful

that the information

the literature

this study

would

immigrant

families

Guatemalan
knowledge
topic

review

immigrant
of the social

I have
strength,

learned

of challenge

have

incredible

of information
the steering
Hispanic
project,

never

unique

committee

I have

This study

informants

in locating,

families.

Their

people

involved

researcher

histories

in Minnesota

the invaluable

would

& Rode,

role in providing

the bridge

as participants
culture

of trust between

or background

is vital,

in the

interviewed

eighty

pages

my participation
Lives"

on

on new

and through

this

in this case church
the assistance

the trust and participation

and researchers
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without

than

Hidden

1992)

The

families

I have

Through

role of key informants,

and gaining

in this

done

study.

immigrant

Dreams,

not have been possible

meeting,

is of a different

of this research

into this study.

(Falcon

with

perspective.

me with more

of "Hidden

of

to the

has been

me!! The families

that provided

for the study

realized

as little research

to amaze

specifically

it will contribute

I

with Latino

to work

working

of Latin American

that was incorporated

immigrants

leaders.

ceases

as well as the findings

the completion

and warmth

will be

Latino immigrant families.

to those

from a strengths

a lot through

issues around

the study

who are beginning

I also believe

work profession

determination

midst

and studies

be of interest

area with this population

from doing

and other

to those

families.

be

Conclusion

of theories

and would

When

that the practitioner

and the practitioner's

I have gained

be very helpful

is an issue.

relationships.

to me in my work with Guatemalan

believe

legal status

it is necessary

of the client's

B.
I know

when

of key

of these

the community
especially

from the participants.

of

when

the

I also

learned

how much

learning

that has occurred

implementing

work

the study,

research
through
and writing

to me in my work and growth

projects

demand

the research
the report

as a professional.
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even on a small

of literature,

scale!

designing

The

and

has been and will be very helpful

A.
Important

GLOSSARY

terms

and

concepts

defined

Bigql%prBiign:
For the purpose of this study, acculturation
when mentioned
refers to a"two dimensional
process that involves accommodating
to a host
culture and retaining culture-of-origin
involvement
simultaneously"
(Moyerman,
1992, p. 164).
Co-natignal5:
a term used to discuss ethnic communities and
United States that are Guatemalan
who may share a common
migration
with the Guatemalan
immigrant families participating
0gnvivBncia/(,onvivir:
used in the interviews
English but connotes
bonding,
and closely

persons in the
experience
of
in this study.

this Spanish word in noun and verb form was frequently
by all families. It does not have a precise translation
into
a sense of "togetherness",
a bond or the process of
relates to the concept of cohesion
and surviving
together.

0pljprBl
Ajjribgte5:
Distinctive features or characteristics pertaining to the arts,
beliefs, customs,
institutions,
and all other products of human work and thought
whose creation is associated
with a people or group at a particular
time.
For
this study we will be looking to identify cultural attributes
pertaining
to
Guatemalan
immigrant
family systems who have been in the United States for
at least nine months.
: The term "familism"
mentioned
throughout
this study refers to a
sense of family identity that embraces the family as the core institution,
value,
and strength
of Hispanic/Latino
culture. Sabogal and fellow authors (1987)
observed
perceived

three basic dimensions
support from the family

of familism: 1)familial
obligations,
2)
and 3) family as referents (p. 397).

Hg;% Oi,ilji,ir@: for the purposes of this study, the host culture for Guatemalan
immigrants,
is u.s. mainstream
culture that tends to reinforce Anglo (EuroAmerican)
cultural norms, rules, and methods of functioning.
Immigrant:
one who enters and settles permanently
in a foreign country
(American
Heritage
Dictionary,
p. 346). Immigrants
have either a legal status
(temporary/permanent
resident, refugee, citizen, etc.) or an undocumented
status (having immigrated
to the u.s. without the inspection/knowledge
of the
Immigration

and

Naturalization

Services).
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Indigenous:
"native; born, growing, or produced naturally in a c or region; not
exotic, as corn and cotton are indigenous to North America" (McKechnie,
1979,
p.93l).
An example of this is the "indigenous"
sector of Guatemala's
population
that identifies with the Mayan roots of the nation through indigenous languages
as their first language and their clothing called "traje" that represents where
they come from and their identity.
: this term previously referred to the Creole class in Guatemala but in
common usage now refers to the non-Indian sector of the population.
"It
includes all Caucasian elite, a large mestizo sector and even counts those
Indians who no longer wear traje (traditional dress), speak a native language,
or consciously
identify themselves as indigenous people. Also often
considered
Ladinos are other minorities such as blacks, Chinese, and Middle
Easterners"
(Barry, 1992, p. 217). Ladinos control the government,
economy,
and social trends of Guatemala, with the influence of outside forces such as the
United States.
l.
Some people prefer the use of the term "Latino" instead of "Hispanic"
because they believe that "Hispanic" takes into consideration
only the
language, and in contrast the term Latino denotes that the country of origin and
shared cultural heritage is of Latin America (excluding Spain and Portugal).
Machismo: in traditional culture, the concept of machismo refers to a complex
set of interrelated attitudes and behaviors.
They are founded in expectations
of
masculinity such as virility, pride, prowess, courage, honor, respect for others,
authoritarianism,
and provision for the needs of the family ( Pavich, 1986, p. 51).

Minority group: this term is defined as "the smaller of two groups that together
constitute a larger entity" or as " a group differing from the predominant
section
of larger group in one or more characteristics
and as a result are offen
subjected to differential treatment and especially discrimination"
(Gove, 1986, p.
1440).
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PBr5(in31iBmg:
As explained
by Ho (1987, as stated in Curtis, 1990, p. 156),
"Hispanics
possess a strong inner sense of self-respect
and dignity.
One
expects that others will show proper respect for that dignity.
Respect is both a
manifestation
of personal regard as well as social responsibility
and obligation.
This concept also refers to a kind of personalization
or personal
informality
which has potential to conflict with more formal notions of professionalism.
It is
expressed
in a tendency to trust and rely on people as opposed
agencies,
organizations,
etc. There is a preference
for personal
individualized
attention
in dealing with power structures
(Curtis,
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to institutions,
contact and
1990, p.155).

El, Recruitmenf
February
Dear

Leffer in English

27, 1994

Guatemalan

Family

Members:

My name is Maren Swensen.
I am currently a social worker at the
Neighborhood
House Association
working with Spanish-speaking
Latinos and I
am also a graduate student in the Masters of Social Work program at Augsburg
College in Minneapolis,
Minnesota.
For the past four years, I have been
working with Latinos from a wide variety of countries who are now living in the
United States.
One of the things I have noticed is that different families have
their own unique ways of dealing with the challenges
of adjusting
the United States.
I have always been interested
in Guatemala-so
that this summer I took time off from work to spend a month there

to life here in
much so
to learn more

about the realities of life, especially
family life in Guatemala.
I visited various
parts of Guatemala
and lived with Guatemalan
families.
Guatemala
is a
beautiful
country and I am deeply grateful to those who opened up their homes
tO me!

I decided

that I would

use my opportunity

as a graduate

student

to learn

more

about the strengths
and needs of Guatemalan
families during their process of
adjustment
to living in the United States.
The pastor or leader from your church
believes you may be a family that would like to contribute
your knowledge
and
experience
to this study which will help Guatemalans
and social service
workers.
I hope you will seriously consider this project and agree to participate.
Your experiences
and opinions are valuable and important!
Having immigrated
to the United States and experienced
the challenges
of adjustment
to life here,
your responses
to this interview will assist
information
which social service agencies
work in assisting
immigrant
families.

in providing
current and sensitive
and workers may use to guide their

I am hoping to interview three to five families of Guatemalan
immigrants
who
have lived in the United States for at least one year.
I will summarize
information
from all of the interviews
and put it into a final report that will not
include any identifying
information
of families or individuals.
Your names will
not be used at any time in my thesis. Your responses
to the interview will be
confidential.
A church pastor is contacting
you first so that I will not know your
identity unless you agree to participate
in this research project.
Would

you please

help in this research
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by granting

me an interview

(1-3 hours)

in your home or at another location of your choice?
With your permission
I
would audiotape
the interview-the
audiotapes
and interview
information
will
be kept safe in a locked file, will be heard only by me and my advisors
and will
be available
for you to keep or will be destroyed
upon completion
of the project.
No one at your church will have access to these tapes or the information
collected.
A copy of the consent form is included to give you more information
on this study.
If you and your family agree to participate
in the project, you will receive a copy
of the final report and if you would like I would be happy to meet with your family
upon completion
of the project to talk about the results of the study.
Thank you in advance for considering
your participation
in this research
project.
If you are agreeable
to participating
in an interview,
please let your
priest/pastor
or church leader know,or if you prefer, you may contact me at the
phone numbers below (if possible
questions
regarding
this research

let one of us know by March 8). If you have
project, please feel free to call me.

Sincerely,

Maren K. Swensen
Graduate
Student and
(612)-698-2586
(HM)

Researcher
(612)-227-9291
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(WK)

C.
Febrero

Recruitment

Letter

in

Spanish

27, 1994

Queridas

Familias

de Guatemala:

Mi nombre es Maren Swensen y ahorita me encuentro
trabajando
para
"Neighborhood
House Association"
en St. Paul. Soy una trabajadora
social y
estoy trabajando
con familias latinas.
Tambien estoy estudiando
para obtener
mi maestrra de trabajadora
social en el Augsburg
College en Minneapolis,
Minnesota.
Desde hace cuatro arios estoy trabajando
con familias latinas de
diferentes
parses que ahora estan viviendo en los Estados Unidos.
Una de las
cosas que yo he notado es que diferentes
familias tienen sus propias maneras
de tratar los desaffos y dificultades
para ajustarse a la vida aqur en los Estados
Unidos.
Como siempre yo tengo mucho interns en Guatemala,
este verano
tom6 un tiempo de mi trabajo para poder pasar tiempo en Guatemala
tratando
de aprender
mis sobre la realidad de la vida de Guatemala,
especialmente
la
vida familiar.
Visite varias partes de Guatemala
y vivr con familias
Guatemaltecas.
Guatemala
es un pars muy hermoso y estoy profundamente
agradecida
a todos que me ofrecieron
su casa.
Decidr
acerca

que yo utilizarra
de los potencias

mi oportunidad
como estudiante
para aprender
mis
y las necesidades
de las familias Guatemaltecas

durante su proceso de ajuste viviendo en los Estados Unidos.
El pastor o el
Irder de su iglesia cree que Uds. pueden ser una familia a que les gustarra
contribuir
sus conocimientos
y sus experiencias
a este estudio, el cual ayudara
a las familias Guatemaltecas
y los trabajadores
en servicios
sociales.
('jala
que Uds. seriamente
;Sus

experiencias

consideren
y opiniones

este projecto
son valiosas

y esten

de acuerdo

e importantes!

emigrado
a los Estados Unidos y habiendo experimentado
ajustes a la vida de aqur, sus respuestas
a esta entrevista
informaci6n,
la cual pueden usar agencias
de servicios
para su trabajo de asistir familias emigrantes.

en participar.

Habiendo
los desafios
y los
asistiran en proveer

sociales

como

guia

Espero entrevistar
de tres a cinco familias emigrantes
Guatemaltecas
que han
vivido en los Estados Unidos por lo menos un ario. En el futuro juntare la
informaci6n
de todas las entrevistas
en un estudio final donde no se incluira a
ninguna
informaci6n
que identifique
a las familias o at individual.
Sus nombres
no seran usados en ningun momento en el estudio.
Sus respuestas
en las
entrevistas
seran confidenciales.
El pastor o Irder de la iglesia hablara primero
con Uds. y asi yo no sabre su identidad
en participar
en este estudio.
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al menos

que Uds. esten

de acuerdo

Quisiera por favor me ayudaran con este estudio concediendome
una
entrevista (de 1 a 3 horas) en su casa o en otro sitio que Uds. prefieran.
Con
sus permisos
me gustarra grabar la entrevista.
Las grabaciones
y la
informaci6n
de las entrevistas
estaran en un lugar bajo Ilave y solamente
seran escuchados
por mi y mis consejeros.
Uds. podran guardar la grabaci6n
o destruirla cuando termine este projecto.
Nadie de la iglesia tendra acceso a
la grabaci6n o a la informaci6n especrfica de su familia. Una copia de la forma
de consentimiento
esta incluida para darles mis informaci6n acerca del
estudio.

Si Uds. estan de acuerdo a participar en este projecto, Uds. recibiran una copia
del estudio final. Tambien si a Uds. Ies gustarra, yo estarra muy contenta de
conocer a la familia para hablar acerca de los resultados del estudio cuando el
projecto haya terminado.
Anticipadamente,
gracias por su consideraci6n
y su participaci6n
en este
estudio.
Si uds. estan de acuerdo en participar en una entrevista, por favor
dejele saber al pastor o Irder de su iglesia. 0 si Uds. prefieren, pueden
comunicarse
conmigo a estos numeros telef6nicos que estaran en la parte de
abajo. (Y si es posible, me gustarra que me lo dejaran saber a mis tardar
Marzo 8, 1994) Si tiene alguna pregunta a este estudio no dude en llamarme
por favor.
Sinceramente,

Maren K. Swensen
En el trabajo: (612) 227-9291
En la casa: (612) 698-2586
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D. Consent
Guatemalan

Families:

Form in English

Cultural

Attributes

and Biculturatton

are invited to be in a research study regarding the cultural
characteristics
of Guatemalan
immigrant families that may help them in
dealing with the challenges of adjustment to living in the United States. This
study is being conducted
by Maren Swensen for her Masters in Social Work
thesis at Augsburg College, Minneapolis, Minnesota. You and your family
were selected
as possible participants
through Spanish-speaking church
congregations
in the Twin Cities area. I am contacting families of
Guatemalan
immigrants that have lived in the United States for at least one
year. I ask that you read this form and ask any questions you may have
before agreeing to be in the study.
You

Background
Information
The purpose of this study is to gain understanding
of cultural characteristics
of Guatemalan
families that can be used as strengths and resources in
dealing with the challenges
during the process of adjustment to life in the
United States. I am hoping that the results from this study may help social
workers and other professionals involved with Guatemalan
immigrant
families be more aware or the characteristics
Gua+emalan
immigrant
families
share as a result of a common nationality OS well as the strengths,
challenges,
and needs they have as immigrants in the process of
adjustment.
Procedures:
If you agree to be in this study, I would ask you and your family to
participate
in one interview
in your home or at a mutually agreed-upon
location.
I would ask your family questions together and would also
interview adult family members separately for more in-depth information. I
would ask questions related to your family life in Gua+emala, your family's
immigrotion
experience,
your family's life experience
here in the United
States and how it is similar and different from that of life in Guatemala.
The
interviews would be audiotaped
and would last approximately
1to 3 hours.
Risks and Benefits of Being in the Study:
By participating
in the study, it is possible that you may re-experience
or
experience
new feelings sunounding
your family's immigration
and
acculturation(adjustment)
experience
such as feelings of sadness, grief,
anger, fear, or frustrotion.
If there is a topic brought up by the interviewer
that you don't feel comfortable
discussing, you are free to ask the
interviewer to move on to the next topic, If at any time during the interview
these feelings become too intense for you, the interview can be rescheduled
or terminated.
The benefft to participation
may include the
opportunity
to explore in depth your feelings around your family's
immigration
and acculturation
experience.
A copy of the final report will be
available to all families and the researcher is willing to meet with families
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affer

the study

is completed

to discuss the resutts,

Compensation:
In the event that this study results in emotional
stress for you, there are
agencies
in the area that provide individual
and family counseling
services,
I will provide you with a list of agencies
that provide these services both in
English and Spanish. There are services that are free and some whose fees
take into consideration
your household
income and the number
of people
supported
by it when deciding
on the amount
of the fee. Payment
for any
such services must be provided
by you or your health insurance,
Medical
Assistance,
etc,
Confidentiality:
In my thesis and in any report I might publish, there will be no information
which could identify you or your family as participants.
Only the final report
based on findings from all families involved in the study will be shared with
your church. Written information
from the interviews and audiotapes
will be
kept safe in O locked file. As the researcher,
I will be the only person who
has access to this file. For my educational
needs, information
and
audiotapes
from the interviews might be shared with my advisors, Dr.
Blonca Rosa Egas of Augsburg
College,
Eustolio Benavides
of the
Neighborhood
House Association,
and Pe+e Rode of the Urban Coali'fion.
Information
shared with my advisors will not reveal the name of the families
involved.
As the researcher
I will be the only person with access to
participants'
names.
Audiotapes
and these consent forms will be
destroyed
or be made available
for your family to have upon completion
of the project.
Voluntary
Nature of the Study:
As a participant
of this study you may choose not to discuss any topic that
is uncomfortable,
and may move on to other topics in the interview
without
leaving the study. Your decision whether or not to participate
will
affect your current or future relations with your church, Augsburg
College,
the Neighborhood
House Association,
or the Urban Coalition,
If you decide
to participate,
you are free to withdraw
your participation
at any time
without
affecting
those relationships
Contacts
and Questions:
The researcher
for this project is Maren Swensen.
You may ask any
questions you have now. If you have questions later, you may contact
at (612)-698-2586
affer 6pm daily.
You will be given

a copy

of this form to keep
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for your

records.

me

Statement
of Consent:
I have read the above information.
I have asked questions and have
received
answers.
I understand
that the interview will take approximately
to 3 hours and will be audiotaped.
I agree to participate
in the study,

Signature

Date

Signature

of Parent

Signature

of Researcher

Date

Date
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1

E.
Familias

Consent

Guatemaltecas:

Form

in Spanish

Caracterfsticas
Biculturaci6n

Culturales

Forma

de

e el

Proceso

de

Consentimiento

Ustedes estan invitados a participar en un estudio tocante a las caracterrsticas
culturales
de familias emigrantes
Guatemaltecas
que les ayuden
tratar los
desaffos
de ajuste a la vida en los Estados Unidos.
Este estudio sere
conducido
por Maren Swensen
para su tesis previo de la obtenci6n
de su
maestrra de trabajadora
social en Augsburg
College.
Usted y su familia fueron
seleccionados
a participar
por medio de una iglesia de habla espariol
en
Minneapolis
o St. Paul. Estoy buscando familias de emigrantes
Guatemaltecas
que han vivido en los Estados Unidos por lo menos un ario. Yo les pido que
lean esta forma y si tienen preguntas
que las hagan antes de consentir
a
participar
en este estudio.
lnformaci6n
Acerca
del Prop6sito
y Uso del Estudio
El prop6sito
de este estudio es de servir de una manera mejor a las familias
Guatemaltecas
por medio de la informaci6n
obtenida de Ud. y su familia.
Con
esta informaci6n
esperamos
aumentar
la comprensi6n
de trabajadores
sociales
acerca de las caracterrsticas
culturales
de familias emigrantes
Guatemaltecas
que les pueden servir en tratar los desaffos durante el proceso
de ajuste a la vida en los Estados Unidos.
Espero que los resultados
de este
estudio puedan ayudar
a trabajadores
sociales y a otros profesionales
envueltos
con familias emigrantes
de Guatemala.
Espero que nosotros
los
trabajadores
tengamos
mis conocimiento
de las cualidades,
recursos,
retos, y
necesidades
de las familias emigrantes
Guatemaltecas
envueltos
en el
proceso de ajuste.
Procedimiento

Si Ud. consentirra pa@iciparen este estudio, yo pedirra que Ud. y su familia
participen
prefieran.

en una entresvista
(de 1 a 3 horas) en su casa o en un sitio que Uds.
Yo le harra preguntas
a su familia junta. Tambien
me gustarra hacer

preguntas
mis profundas
a las personas mayores aparte.
Me gustarra
hacerles
preguntas
relacionadas
con su vida en Guatemala,
las experiencias
de emigraci6n
que su familia ha tenido y su vida en los Estados Unidos.
Con
su permiso, me gustarra grabar la entrevista.
Riesgos
y Beneficios
en la Participaci6n
de Este
Estudio
Al participar
en este estudio, es posible que Ud. vuelva a sentir algunos
sentimientos
de nuevo o que por primera vez sienta algunos sentimientos
nuevos

acerca

de su familia,

de su vida en Guatemala
y los cambios

e ajustes
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y/o los Estados

Unidos,

que han experimentado

la emigraci6n

aqur en los

Estados Unidos (por ejemplo: tristezas, enojos, miedos, y frustraciones).
Si Ud.
se sienta inc6modo
discutiendo
cualquier tema, por favor pida un cambio de
tema.
0, si los sentimientos
que uds. siente son demasiados
o demasiado
intensos,
la entrevista
podra cambiarse
para otro dia o terminarse.
Los
beneficios
en participar
incluiran la oportunidad
de explorar hondamente
sus
sentimientos
acerca de la emigraci6n
de su familia y compartir
sus opiniones
valiosas con trabajadores
sociales que las usaran
para guiar su trabajo con
familias emigrantes.
Una copia del estudio final se les dar6 a todas las familias
y como investigadora
estare dispuesta
a platicar con uds. despu6s
de que el
estudio haya terminado
para discutir los resultados.
Compensaci6n
En el caso que este estudio resulte en tensi6n emocional
para Ud., hay
agencias
en el area que ofrecen servicios de consejeria
familiar e individual.
Le proveere
con una lista de agencias que ofrecen estos servicios
de
consejeria

en ingl6s

e espariol.

Algunas

agencias

tienen

servicios

que son

gratuitos
y hay otras que cobran dependiendo
en to que ud. gana al mes y en
el numero de personas
en la familia.
Los pagos para sus servicios
vendran por
medio de Ud., su seguro de salud o su asistencia
m6dica,etc.
Confidencialidad
En mi tesis y en cualquier
estudio que yo publicara,
no habra ninguna
informaci6n
que la pueda identificar a Ud. o a su familia como participantes.
Solamente
el estudio final basado en lo que se haya encontrado
de todas las
familias envueltos
en este estudio, sera compartido
con su iglesia.
La
informaci6n
escrita y la grabaci6n
de la entrevista
seran guardados
bajo Ilave.
Como investigadora
yo sere la unica persona que tendra acceso a este
archivo.
Por mis necesidades
educacionales,
la informaci6n
y grabaci6n
de las
entrevistas
podran ser compartidas
coo mis consejeros,
Dr. Blanca Rosa Egas
de Augsburg
College,
Eustolio Benavides
de Neighborhood
House
Association,
y Pete Rode de Urban Coalition.
La informaci6n
compartida,
con
mis consejeros
no revelara los nombres de las familias.
Como investigadora,
yo sere la unica persona con acceso a los nombres de los participantes.
La
grabaci6n
y las formas de consentimiento
seran destruidas
familia para que las guarden una vez que el projecto haya
Naturaleza

Voluntaria

de

Este

o se les daran
terminado.

a su

Estudio

Como participante
de este estudio, Ud. puede decidir si no quiere discutir
alguna tema con el cual se sienta inc6modo
y puede continuar
a otra tema en
la entrevista
sin tener que dejar el estudio.
Su decisi6n de participar
o no, no
afectara su posici6n presente o futura con la iglesia, Augsburg
College,
Neighborhood
House, o Urban Coalition.
Si Ud. decide participar,
y por alguna
razon

no quiere

continuar

participando,
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no le afectara

en ninguna

forma.

Contractos
y preguntas
La investigadora
de este projecto es Maren Swensen.
Ud. puede hacer
cualquier
pregunta
que tenga ahora.
Si tiene preguntas
mis tarde, me puede
llamar al (612) 698-2586
despues de las 6pm diariamente.
A usted

se

le dar6

una

copia

de

esta

forma

para

su

archivo.

Declaraci6n
de Consentimiento
He leido esta informaci6n.
He preguntado
y recibido respuestas.
Yo entiendo
que la entrevista
tomara aproximadamente
de 1 a 3 horas y sera grabada.
Estoy de acuerdo en participar en el estudio.

Firma

Fecha

Firma

de los padres

Firma

de la investigadora

Fecha

Fecha
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F.
General
1.
2.
4.
5.

Interview

Guide

in

English

Outline:

Guatemalan
life
Journey to now (immigration
Contrasts
and similarities
Strengths

Interview
will family members together and then depending
on parents'
comfort, the child may be excused during the latter half of the interview.

level of

" Information
written in parentheses
are reminders
and guide words to the
interview
and not necessarily
intended to be part of the question asked to the
family
INTRODUCTORY

QUESTIONS:

1.

What

are your first names?

2.

How are you all related?

3. What are your ages?
you born?
4.

What

What are the years

in which

you each of

city are you living in presently?

Life
in Guatemala
CULTURAL
IDENTITY:
l.Where

are you from in Guatemala?

(Region,

dept.,

town)

2. What is your family's ethnic heritage? Cual es su descendencia(o de
sufamilia)?
o
3.

Do you speak any other languages
growing up or later in life?

4.

Did religious beliefs play a role in your life in Guatemala?
Where did
they come from (catholic.,
evangelical.,
Mayan religion, other)?

FAMILY
1.

Who

LIFE

AND

besides

Spanish?

Did you learn

it

ATTRIBUTES:

did you consider

to be family
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members

when

you lived

in Guatemala?

2. Where did everyone in your family live when you were still living in
Guatemala?
( in same region, dept. ,town, zone, neighborhood,
house,
etc.)
3. Could you tell me about a typical week for you family when you were living in
Guatemala?
(Occupations,
activities, relationships,
roles, connections
to
others)
4. Can you tell me about some of your family's
Guatemala?

traditions/customs

5. Can you tell me about some special times/events
Guatemala?
(celebrations,
rights of passage,

in

for your family
etc.)

in

6. When there was a
difficulty/problem
how did
your family deal with it?
" Medical?
Financial
" Basic necessities-housing,
food, clothing,
" Legal
Family conflict between husband-wife,
parents-children
(child/adult),
siblings (child & adult), extended family
members,etc.
(ask in general of families in Guatemala)
Conflict with others in the community
7.

Who did members

Children

if present

of your family go to for advice?
may

be excused

at this

point

if the

adults

prefer.

(by whom,

through

8.

made in Guatemala
How were decisions about
what process)
"finances
*work
"household
duties
"discipline
of the children
'care of elderly parents or extended family
"education
of adults and children
"social activities (individual and family)

9.

For your family when you were living in Guatemala, what responsibilities
does/did a
have to his/her/their
I
a. Man : parents, siblings, wife, sons, daughters, extended
family,in -laws, friends, community, country
b. Woman : parents, siblings, husband, sons, daughters,
extended family, friends, community, country
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c.

Daughter/Girl
: parents, siblings,
boyfriend,
community,
country

d. Son/Boy
e.
f.
g.
h.

: parents,

siblings,

What

did you like about

11.

What

didn't

12.

What was hard/challenging
about
How did you deal with it?

1.

2.

friends, girlfriend,

grandparents,

community,
country
Aunts/Uncles
: Nieces, nephews
God parents : godchildren
Parents of child : God parents
Cousins
Cousins

10.

PREVIOUS

friends,

grandparents,

the life of your family

you like about

the life of your family

ACCULTURATION

Did you feel that your family
in Guatemala?
Why?

in Guatemala?
in Guatemala?

life for your family/family

EXPERIENCE

IN

was part of a majority

Did your family or any members of your family
another within Guatemala?
a. If so, from where to where?

life there?

GUATEMALA

or minority

move

culture

from one place

to

b. What were the reasons for moving?
c. Did you have family or friends where you moved to?
d. How were the locations different and similar?
e. Did the move bring changes to the individual
or family? what
kinds?
f. How did you/your family deal with the changes
and challenges?
3. Where you lived (for the longest periods of time) did you have contact
with people from a different ethnic background?
If so,:
a. What kind of relationship
did you have with them?
families, coworkers,
neighbors)
b. How often did you spend time with them?
SOCIO-ECONOMIC
1.

Could

2.

Who

3.

What

ST ATUS:

you tell me about
did you live with?
did your family

your home
(get specifics

in Guatemala?
so you can get a number)

do to earn a living/maintain
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itself?

(friends,

4.

If you had an income
in Guatemala
was it enough to support
family, expand(buy
more land,build
a bigger home, etc.),
some luxuries, have many luxuries?

to the United

Transition-Journey-Migration

States

your
have

and then

to

Minnesota
THE JOURNEY:
1.

Could you tell me about how you all arrived here in Minnesota?
(mode of
transportation,
encourage
details about the trip to the u.s. and then to
Minnesota)

2.

When
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

did you arrive

in the United

States?

where did you arrive ?
Who was the first person to help you/have contact with you?
Did you have family,friends,
or contacts here?
When did you consider leaving your home? Coming to the
U.S.?
When did you decide

f.

How did you decide
your home?
To
g. When did you leave
h. What did you bring

to leave your home?

Come

to the U.S.?

and what influenced
your decision
come to the U.S.?
your home ?
with you from your home?

to leave

i.

Were you able to say good-bye to everyone you wanted to?
). How did you feel about leaving
Home?
About coming to the
United States?
k. What hopes and expectations
did you have about living in the
u.s.
I. What fears or reservations
did you have about leaving home?
About

coming

to the U.S.?

Did you plan to visit

4.

Do you now plan to stay in Minnesota?

5.

When

did you arrive

or stay in the

u.s. ? Minnesota?

3.

if no, what are your plans?

in Minnesota?

a. where did you arrive?
b. Who was the first person

to help you here/have

70u?
c. Did you have family,
friends, or contacts here?
d. How did you hear about Minnesota?
e. How did you decide to come to Minnesota?
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contact

with

Life

in

FAMILY
1.
2.

the

United

States

and

in

Minnesota

LIFE AND AnRIBUTES:

Does spirituality
play a role in your life here in the United
How?
Who does family include in the United States?

3. Where

does everyone

neighborhood,

in your family

house,

live? (in same

region,

States?

state,town,

etc.)

4.

Do you live with or near other Guatemalans?
Latinos? North
Americans?
(Length of time exposed to host culture(s))

5.

Could you tell me about a typical week for your family?
(Occupations,
activities,
relationships,
roles, connections
to others)

6. Can you tell me about your family's traditions/customs
here in the
U.S.?
a. Have you lost or gained any of your family's traditions
since
leaving Guatemala?
b. How do you feel about that?
7. Can you tell me about some special times/events
for your family
How have these changed since arriving to the u.s.';' tO
Minnesota?
(celebrations,
rights of passage, etc.)
8.

When/If

there

is a

deal with/resolve
" Medical?
" Financial

'

difficulty

how does/would

here?

your family

it?

" Basic necessities-housing,
food, clothing,
" Legal
" Family conflict between husband-wife,
parents-children
(child/adult),
siblings (child & adult), extended
family
members,etc.[ask
in general of families]
" Conflict with others in the community
" Language
" Employment
" Public Services (connections
" Educational/School
9. Who do members of your family
10. How are decisions
about
process)

with public

go to for advice?
made (by whom,
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systems)

through

what

" finances
work
household
duties
" discipline
of the children
care of elderly parents or extended family
education
of adults and children
social activities
(individual
and family)
11. Has this changed
12.

since

living

in the

u.s.

? How

Do you remember
when I asked you about responsibilities
members
of a family have to others? (restate the question if necessary)
Have these responsibilities
changed
the United States?
If so, how?
(What responsibilities
does a
a.

since

you've

been

living

in

have to his/her/their

Man : parents, siblings, wife, sons, daughters,
family,in -laws, friends, community,
country

extended

b. Woman : parents, siblings, husband, sons, daughters,
extended family, friends, community,
country
c.

Daughter/Girl
: parents, siblings, grandparents,
friends,
boyfriend,
community,
country
d. Son/Boy : parents, siblings, grandparents,
friends, girlfriend,
community,
country
e.
f.
g.
h.
13.

What

Aunts/Uncles
: Nieces, nephews
God parents : godchildren
God parents: parents of the child
Cousins : Cousins)

do you like about

the life of your family

in the

u.s.';i

In

Minnesota?
the life of your family

in

u.s.'.

14.

What don't you like about
Minnesota?

15.

What

16.

In these

17.

What are the biggest changes and challenges
your family has
faced/is dealing with by coming to live here in the u.s. ?

18.

How

is hard/challenging
about life for your family/family
How do you deal with it?
situations,

is your family

what helps

dealing

you continue

with these
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In

life here?

forward?

changes

and challenges?

19.

How do you feel these
family?

changes

and challenges

20.

Have your feelings of support, obligation,
and unity to and from
family changed or stayed the same? how?

21.

(If the family has children) Do you have any worries or reservations
about your children growing up (and changing)
here in the U.S.?
If yes, can you tell me more about those?

22.

Do you still have contact with your relatives in Guatemala?
If no,
when did you lose contact with them and how did it happen?

23.

What do you feel are the best qualities
family?

24.

How have these qualities/characteristics
adjustment
here?

25.

What are your hopes
are here'.

26.

Is there anything else about your family or your experiences
would like to share?
Do you have any questions

and dreams/goals
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are affecting

or characteristics

helped

your

your

of your

you in your

for your family

now that you

that you

G.

Preguntas

Interview

Guide

in Spanish

Iniciales

1.

,;C6mo

se llaman?

2.

,;Curl es el parentezco

que existe

entre

ustedes?

3. 6Cuantos arios tiene cada uno de ustedes? 6En que ario nacieron cada
uno de uds.?

4. 6En que ciudad viven uds. actualmente?
Su

vida

en

Guatemala

1. 6De que regi6n, departamento, municipio de Guatemala vienen?
2. 4CuAl es la descendencia 6tnica de su familia?
3. 4Uds. hablan otros idiomas a parte de espariol/castellano? 6Como los
aprendieron?

4. 4Que papel tuvieron las creencias religiosas en su vida?
CARACTERfSTICAS

DE

Cu6ndo

viviendo

estuvieron

LA

VIDA

FAMILIAR

todavia

en

Guatemala.......

1. 4CuAles eran los miembros de su familia en Guatemala?
2.

,;D6nde

vivran

en Guatemala
vecindad,

todos

los miembros

(en la misma

regi6n,

de su familia

cuando

departamento,

todavra

pueblo,

vivran

zona,

casa)?

3. 6Podrra describir una semana trpica para su familia cuando vivran en
Guatemala?

(trabajos,

actividades,

relaciones,

papeles,

conecciones

a

las demas)
4.

,;Me

podrra

decir

de las tradiciones

y costumbres

de su familia

en

Guatemala?
5.

,;Me

podrra decir de algunas

familia

celebraciones,

en Guatemala?
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eventos

especiales

para

su

6.

4CuAndo habra-si es que experimentaban
como su familia lidi6 con el?
medico
financieros
de necesidades
legal
de conflictos

basicas

una dificultad o un problema

tal como

ropa,

vivienda,

entre esposos o padres y hijos, entre
otros miembros
de la familia, etc.

7.

,I,A d6nde
consejos?

8.

,;C6mo se hicran las decisiones
sobre asuntos...
financieros
del trabajo
los quehaceres
del hogar
de la disciplina
de los nirios
del cuidado de padres ancianos o otros miembros
de la educaci6n
de los adultos y de los nirios
sociales para una persona o para toda la familia

9.

6CuAndo

comida,etc
hermanos,

quien(es) iban los miembros de su familia cuando necesitaban

de la familia

Uds. vivran en Guatemala, que responsibilidades tenra un(a)

a su(s)
a. Hombre:
b. Mujer
padres
hermanos
esposo(a)
hijas
hijos
suegros
otros miembros
amigos
communidad

de la familia

PALS
c. Muchacha/hija:
d. Muchacho/hijo:
padres
hermanos
abuelos
novio(a)
otros miembros
comunidad
pais
e. Padrinos/Madrinas

de la familia

ahijados
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f. Tias/tios : sobrinos (as)
g. compadres:
compadres
h. primos: primos

10. 6Que les gustaba de la vida de su familia en Guatemala?
11.

,;Qu6

no le gustaba

de como

vivra su familia

en Guatemala?

12. 4Que aspectos o eventos de la vida de su familia eran diffciles alla?
13.

,;C6mo

lidi6 con 6sto?

Experiencia

1.

Previa

Biulturaci6n

4Uds. se senffan como que su familia era parte de una cultura mayoritaria o
minoritaria

2.

de

en Guatemala?

4Se mud6 (mudaron) o cambi6 (cambiaron) su familia o miembros de su
familia de un lugar a otro en Guatemala
o a otro pars?
a. 4De d6nde a d6nde?
b. 4Cuales fueron los motivos?
c. 6Tenran familiares o amigos en el sitio a donde se cambiaron?
d. 6En que manera se parecran los sitios y c6mo eran diferentes?
e.

,;Caus6

f.

,;C6mo

cambios

esta mudanza

es que ud. y su familia

en la persona
lidiaron

o en la familia?

con los cambios

y los retos?

3. ,I,En el lugar donde Uds. vivieron el mis largo tiempo, tuvieron uds. contacto
con personas

a.

de desendencia

de la suya?

,5Que clases de relaciones tuvieron uds. con ellos (amigos, parientes,
comparieros

b.

diferente

,;Con

de trabajo,

que frequencia

vecinos,
los visitaba

etc.)
o pasaba

Estado

socio-econ6mico

1.

,;Me

puede

2.

,;Con

3.

zC6mo es que su familia logro mantenerse?

4.

,;Si uds. tenran ingresos
- mantener
su familia

quien

decir

algo de su hogar

tiempo

con ellos?

en Guatemala?

vivi6(vivieron)?

en Guatemala,

-comprar mis tierra, construir
- conseguir
algunos
lujos
-tener muchos lujos

era suficiente

una finca/casa
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para......

mas grande,

etc.

Transici6n

1.
2.

6CuAndo comenzaron a pensar en dejar su hogar?
4CuAndo decidieron salir de su casa en Guatemala? ,;De venirse a los
EEUU?

3.

5C6mo
decisi6n

es que uds. decidieron y que cosas tuvieron que ver con su
de salir

de su casa,

venir

a los EEUU?

4,

6Cuando

5.

,;Que

6.

4Se pudo despedir de todas las personas?

7.

,;C6mo

8.

salieron de su casa?

trajeron

de su casa?

se sema uds. al sair de su casa?

5 Me puede decir como todos
via)e alos EEUU y a MN)?

,;Al venir

a los EEUU?

Uds. Ilegaron aqur a Minnesota (detalles del

9. 6Cuando llegaron a los EEUU...
a. ,5A d6nde llegaron?
b.

,;Quien

fue la primera

persona

con quien

uds.

tuvieron

4que les ayudo?
c. 4Uds. tenran parientes, amigos, o contactos aqur?
d. g Qu6 expectaciones
y esperanzas
teman uds. acerca
vida
e.

10.

11.

,;Uds.

temores

teman

o dudas

uds. de su abanamiento

de su casa?

venir a los EEUU?

pensaban

en visitar

o quedarse

en los EEUU?........En

6Ahora uds. piensan en quedarse en MN?
quedarse,

12.

de su nueva

en los EEUU?

,;Que
6AI

contacto?

que planes

MN?

,;Si no se piensan en

tienen?

6Cuando Ilegaron Uds. a Minnesota...
a. 6A d6nde Ilegaron?
b. 4Quien(es) fue(ron) la(s) primera(s) persona(s) con quien uds.
tuvieron
C.

d.

4Uds.
,;C6mo

e.

,;C6mo

contacto?.......,;que

les ayud6?

teman parientes, amigos, o contactos aqur?
se enteraron
decidieron

de MN?
venir

a MN?
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Vida

en

LOS

EEUU

1. ,5Qu6 papel tienen las creencias religiosas en su vida?
2. 5 Qu6 familia tiene uds. en los EEUU?
3.

,;D6nde viven todas las personas
estado, pueblo, vecindad,
casa)

4. 4Viven

de su familia?

(en la misma

region,

uds. con o cerca de otros Guatemaltecos, Latinos,

Norteamericanos?

5. ,5Pueden

describir una semana ffpica para su familia aqur? (trabajos,

actividades,

relaciones,

papeles,

conecciones

a las demas)

6. 6Puede describir las costumbres y tradiciones de su familia en los EEUU?
a. 6Han perdido/dejado algunas de su cultura Guatemalteca?
b. 6Han adquerido algunos de la cultura estadounidense desde que
c.
7.

sali6 de Guatemala?
Que piensa uds. de esto?

,:, Me pueden decir/contar
de algunos eventos
que su familia observa aqui en los EEUU?

especiales

o celebraciones

a. 6Han habido cambios en estas celebraciones desde que uds.
Ilegaron

8.

a EEUU

o MN?

4CuAndo o si habrra una
familia lidi6 con el?
" medico
fingnciero
De necisidades

dificultad o un problema

",

c6mo es que su

basicas

legal
de conflicto
conflicto
idioma

entre esposos, padres e hijos (adultos
mfembros
de la comunidad
con otros en la comunidad

o ninos),

otros

empleu
servicios

publicos-como

la educaci6n

9. 6A qui6n acuden los miembros de su familia cuando necesitan consejos?
10. 5C6mo estan hechos las decisiones sobre asuntos:
financieros
del trabajo
de los quehacers

del hogar
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de la desciplina
de los nirios
del cuidado de padres ancianos o otros miembros
de la educaci6n
de los adultos y los nirios
de actividades

sociales

para una persona

de la familia

o para toda

11. 4Ha cam5!ado 6StO deSde que Ilegaron a EEUU?

la familia

(;C6mO?

12. ,5Se acuerda cuando les pregunte de las responsabilidades de los
miembros
de la familia para los otros?
responsabilidades
desde que Ilegaron
13.

,;Que

les gusta

de la vida familiar

14.

6Qu(j

COSaS nO leS

,;Ha habido
a los EEUU?

en EEUU?

cambios en estos
,;C6mo?

,;En MN?

gusian de la V!da fam!l!ar en EEUU? i MN?

15. 4Que cosas son difrciles para su familia aqur? ,;C6mo las manejan estos?
16.

,;C6mo

esta lidiando

17.

,;C6mo piensan
familia?

su familia

con estos

uds. en que estos

cambios

cambios

y retos ?

y retos estan

afectando

su

18. 4Sus sentimientos de apoyo, obligaci6n, y unidad familiar reciproco, son
los mismos

de antes

o se han cambiado?

19. 4Tienen uds. algunos preocupaciones o dudas sobre el crecimiento de sus
hijos aqur en los EEUU? 5 Me pueden decir un poco mis de esto?
20. 6Todavra se comunica con sus parientes en Guatemala?
contacto, cuando fue la 01tima vez que se comunicaron
es que ud. perdi6 el contacto con ellos?

6Si no tienen
con ellos y c6mo

21. 6Que cualidades o caracterrsticas de su familia son las mejores para uds.?
22.

,;C6mo

les han ayudado

estas calidades

23.

,;Hay algo mis de su familia
compartir conmigo?

y caracterrsticas

o de sus experiencias

24. 6Tiene algunas preguntas?
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a ajustarse

que les gustarra

aqur?
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